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ACT ONE, SCENE ONE

SCENE  OPENS  IN  THE  OPULENT  PAPAL  CHAMBERS  OF
POPE  INNOCENT  VIII.  HEINRICH  KRAMER  AND  JEREMY
SPRENGER,  THE  TWO  INQUISITORS,  ARE  LED  IN  TO
COUNSEL  WITH  THE  POPE.  THE  TWO  ENTER,
GENUFLECT, AND KISS THE POPE’S RING.

POPE INNOCENT VIII

Gloria Patri, et Filio, et Spiritui Sancto.

HEINRICH KRAMER AND JEREMY SPRENGER

(CROSSING THEMSELVES) As it was in the beginning, is now, and
ever shall be, world without end. Amen. 

JS  REMAINS  ON  ONE  KNEE,  WHILE  HK  STANDS  ERECT,
CLEARLY IN CONFLICT WITH PROTOCOL.

POPE INNOCENT VIII

(DIRECTED  TO KRAMER  WITH  SARCASM)  You  may  arise....
(WALKS  TO  CABINET  HOUSING  ALCOHOL  AND  BUSIES
HIMSELF WHILE SPEAKING) It is always gratifying to hold counsel
with  my  Inquisitors.  I  have  received  your  missive  and,  frankly,  find
agreement with many of your points. 

JEREMY SPRENGER

 We trust the tone was not too...bold?
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POPE INNOCENT VIII

My having summoned you here gives evidence of the trust I place in thee,
and I am confident that together we can work out any...conflicts... that
may have arisen.  

JEREMY SPRENGER

Your wisdom and understanding shine as a beacon to all Christians, Holy
Father.

POPE INNOCENT VIII

Essentially, you seek an increase in the subsidy of your efforts; that is a
simple enough proposition, and one meriting...thoughtful consideration.
While in principle I wholeheartedly support the notion, practical matters
must be considered – as you know, a host of patrons and court intimates
demand audience, with each presenting their own compelling argument.

HEINRICH KRAMER

Excellency, we are keenly aware of how little time has passed since your
coronation, and that the papal treasury lies in a perilous state – indeed, at
this rate, the risk of insolvency is but months away.  

POPE INNOCENT VIII
 
‘Tis  an  unfortunate  fact,  Brother  Kramer,  that  my  predecessor  left
enormous financial debts in his wake.  

JEREMY SPRENGER

But of course. You needn’t explain – and it matters not to us why reserves
be  so  threatened.  We have  already  outlined  our  financial  request;  our
purpose today is to entreat you to consider our appeal, and to explain why
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it would be advantageous for you to do so. We understand the dynamics,
and felt that a personal audience with you might help us to articulate how
your support would prove...expedient...to all  concerned.  ‘Tis you, Holy
Father, who possesseth the power to consecrate...

HEINRICH KRAMER

 ...and expand...

JEREMY SPRENGER

...and  expand...the  sacred  duty  with  which  we  have  been  entrusted.
(WITH  BOTH  HANDS  CUPPED  IN  A  SUPPLICANT
MANNER)We come to you, Patri Sancto, to beg your indulgence.

POPE INNOCENT VIII

Those who are fortunate enough to be granted entry to papal chambers
usually  cross the threshold with only one hand outstretched...while the
other bears gifts...

HEINRICH KRAMER

As do we today; (POPE IS AROUSED)  the gift of wisdom and counsel.

POPE INNOCENT VIII
 
(DISAPPOINTED) Hmmm...Like a soul whose path to heaven is long
and arduous, these “gifts” you bring may take ages to transmigrate into
something more... tangible. 
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JEREMY SPRENGER

We have worked together for years, Holy Father,  and our counsel has
never gone amiss. We are here to help you; you know that - to work with
you. Have we not always? 

POPE INNOCENT VIII

You have, and in return you have been amply rewarded, several times over.

JEREMY SPRENGER

Indeed. Your generosity is legion, Good Father  – your recent gifts of one
hundred Moorish slaves to various curia and friends bear witness to that. 

POPE INNOCENT VIII

A small token of my love...for all mankind. 

JEREMY SPRENGER

And yet, as we say, we are cognizant of the perilous state of the treasury,
and  think  also  about  your  predicament;  we  know full  well  that  your
munificence must realize abatement. 

POPE INNOCENT VIII

The Lord will  protect  the Holy See;  I  worry  not.  Our coffers  can be
refurbished  expeditiously.  My  clergy  need  simply  call  upon  the  ...
largesse ...of the people, and they shall give.

JEREMY SPRENGER
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This is a great relief to hear, Papa Nostro, and your continued support of
our mission shall not go unrewarded. 

POPE INNOCENT VIII
 
‘Twould seem that our fates shall always be inexorably linked. 

HEINRICH KRAMER

So it would seem. Brother Sprenger and I have observed you for many
years,  Giovanni,  since  before  being  coronated  as  Pope  Innocent,  since
before even making your official acquaintance as the Bishop of Malfetta;
from afar we have scrutinized your unerring prescience. 

POPE INNOCENT VIII

My prescience? To what do you refer?

HEINRICH KRAMER

Your prescience...with respect to calculating the most propitious positions
for yourself. 

JEREMY SPRENGER

What Brother Kramer means to say, in his own manner, is... from afar we
have  always...  appreciated...your  intelligence...and...insight  into  human
nature, and despite distance and circumstance, still find ourselves doing
the work of God upon nearly parallel  paths.  Has not our relationship
always proven to be mutually beneficial?  This we would never wish to
change. 

POPE INNOCENT VIII
 
(NOT  FULLY  PLACATED)  What  precisely  do  my  esteemed
Inquisitors propose? 
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JEREMY SPRENGER

Excellency, you know us to be modest servants of the Lord, Herr Kramer
and  I  (THE POPE SMIRKS).  Our  needs  are  few.  Our  calling  is  to
broaden the Papacy’s dominion in the name of the Lord God in Heaven...

POPE INNOCENT VIII

And to support the Pontificate and my decisions. 

JEREMY SPRENGER

On earth as it is in Heaven. 

POPE INNOCENT VIII

Deo gratias.

HEINRICH KRAMER
 
(HANDS  THE  POPE  A  LETTER)  His  Reverence  Tomas  De
Torquemada, the Grand Inquisitor of Spain, sends his regards; a brilliant
appointment of yours, Excellency, if I may be so bold. His reputation and
influence spreads far and wide, and with it the scope of your Apostolic
See. (HANDING POPE A SACK OF COINS) He asks that we turn
over this annuity...accompanied by this dispatch. We swore to deliver it
unto you personally.

POPE INNOCENT VIII

What has this to do with...?
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HEINRICH KRAMER

We were instructed to impart it unto none other than you, Holy Father,
should we fail in our effort to gain your consent. We have come to learn
that we are not the only ones whose assistance you have enlisted along the
way. The Grand Inquisitor informs us that you can deny him nothing.

POPE INNOCENT VIII

I’ve not agreed to, nor denied anything...yet. You’ve not made clear your
desires...save for an enhanced subsidy. 

JEREMY SPRENGER

It occurs to us – and His Reverence agrees -  that an expansion of our role
is the natural order of things, that by so doing  both our holy missions
may be carried out, and our mutual destinies fulfilled. 

POPE INNOCENT VIII

An expansion of your role? In what respect? 

JEREMY SPRENGER

We wish nothing more than to take the Holy Inquisition into the Alps –
in your good name, of course. Hussites gain footholds in Germany, their
heretical  beliefs  advancing  with  each  waking  hour;  we  need  meet  the
sacrilegious sinners head on and eliminate them. 

HEINRICH KRAMER

We shall demonstrate God’s righteousness most severely. 
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JEREMY SPRENGER

Only  this  way  shall  they  garner  the  strength  needed to  resist  the  evil
exploitation of Satan.
 

HEINRICH KRAMER
 
(SLAMMING HIS FIST INTO HIS HAND) Only this way shall the
godless respect the power of the divine!

POPE INNOCENT VIII
 
(SOMEWHAT PUT OFF BY SPRENGER’S SADISTIC BENT) Yes,
of course,  conversion of the infidels  – ‘tis  God’s will,  after  all.  But to
embark on such a venture is costly. Tell me, how stands the church to
profit?  Be  there  significant  proceeds  in  the  northern  regions...so  as  to
further the cause, I mean. 

JEREMY SPRENGER

Are there not always? ‘Tis untapped territory, with untapped riches. If you
prefer to forego sequestering them, that is your right...

POPE INNOCENT VIII

The   Roman   Catholic   Church  shall   never  waive  it’s  right, a  priori,
to impound property of those accused of heresy. 

JEREMY SPRENGER

Nimirum.  But of course.  But what my colleague and I  offer  you goes
beyond that, Holy Father. In your good name, for all future generations
to honor, we shall also organize a crusade to defeat the Waldensians...
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HEINRICH KRAMER
 
“The Poor of Lombardy” as the sinners so quaintly refer to themselves...

JEREMY SPRENGER

...Who now loiter in your own backyard. They discredit you at every turn,
Father, casting you as corrupt, materialistic, and apathetic when it comes
to the liturgy. 

POPE INNOCENT VIII

Inpurata beastia! How dare they?

JEREMY SPRENGER

 They’re heathen - spawn of the Devil - and they gather in ever increasing
numbers both locally and throughout Europe. Their actions threaten your
very lifestyle and existence. We shall organize for you a most loyal militia,
whom will do whatsoever you command.

HEINRICH KRAMER

Thy every command...Think on that.

JEREMY SPRENGER

Their  first  mission  shall  be  to  fight  the  Waldensians  here,  whilst  we
simultaneously  begin cleansing the northern region.  By agreeing to our
proposal, you rid yourself of the growing menace of these terrorists and
expand the influence and scope of the Holy See. You’ll not regret it. 
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POPE INNOCENT VIII

Your  Inquisitions  have  always  proven  quite  lucrative.  Have  you  an
estimate as to what this venture might bring? 

JEREMY SPRENGER

Enough to replenish the papal treasury twice over.

HEINRICH KRAMER

...And  support  your  bastard  progeny  in  the  fashion  to  which  they’ve
grown accustomed. (POPE AND SPRENGER LOOK AT KRAMER,
SURPRISED AT HIS TACTLESSNESS). The three you fathered while
a  member  of  the  Neapolitan  Court  grow older  by  the  day,  and their
mothers increasingly difficult to silence…

POPE INNOCENT VIII

I have always provided for them quite nicely, and the time is nigh to make
it on their own. The Lord helps those who help themselves...and silencing
those women is an easy matter, as you of all people know.

HEINRICH KRAMER

Easy,  yes,  but  there  is  always  a  price  to pay.  And there  are the other
children to consider...

POPE INNOCENT VIII

I have disavowed responsibility for the others...for most of the others...for
several of the others...
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HEINRICH KRAMER
 
‘Tis not a matter of fiduciary responsibility, ‘tis a matter of expedience. In
Exodus God decreed “thou shalt not covet they neighbor’s wife”, yet your
seed found its way to the womb of no less than seven men’s wives. 

JEREMY SPRENGER

And those men are not easily supplicated. Their pride was wounded, and
their cooperation comes at a steep price. ‘Tis more difficult to suppress as
each day passes, and when word circulates it ultimately does not serve you
well.  The Waldensians seem intent on using this to your disadvantage,
and unless it be dealt with firmly... 

HEINRICH KRAMER

You need to know that they have made inroads locally. Have you seen the
posting in  the public  pasquinade?  Under  cover  of night  a brazen soul
wrote  “Eight wicked boys born, and just as many girls, verily our Pope is
the father of Rome.”

POPE INNOCENT VIII

Who wrote such heresies? I’ll have them dragged through the streets and
made carrion for the raptors!

JEREMY SPRENGER

You are right to concern yourself. They are a dangerous lot, and must be
put down, along with all heretical sects. 

POPE INNOCENT VIII
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Forget not Pico della Mirandola!

HEINRICH KRAMER

Nothus homo – our list begins with him.

JEREMY SPRENGER

Rest assured, Father; the group we conscript shall weed out the rabble.

POPE INNOCENT VIII

The papacy would again be indebted to you for your services...but I ask
for greater discretion than you have shown heretofore. 

HEINRICH KRAMER

The Lord doth not smite sinners “discreetly.”

POPE INNOCENT VIII

As  Holy  Inquisitors  your  methods  are  roundly  questioned,  cast
as ..brutal... inhumane...and for me to approve of an expansion of your...

JEREMY SPRENGER

Our holy mission...

POPE INNOCENT VIII

Yes...your mission...to expand it may prove difficult...

SINGLE  SPOTLIGHT  UP  ON  STAGE  LEFT  TO  SHOW  A
TORTURE  SCENE,  WITH  VOICE-OVER  OF  INQUISITORS
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DEMANDING  “REPENT,  SINNER!  REPENT!”  SINGLE
SPOTLIGHT DOWN, RETURNING TO PRESENT SCENE

POPE INNOCENT VIII
 
‘Tis not easy for me, you understand.  In certain quarters I am meeting
with enormous pressure, being asked to moderate your...

HEINRICH KRAMER

Our  methods  are  indisputably  effective.  Might  I  remind  you  of  our
personal contribution to your election to this office? As you recall, ‘twas
the two of us who delivered the votes unto the three cardinals chosen to
collect from the absent cardinal electors...

JEREMY SPRENGER

Their  untimely  illness...and  subsequent  deaths...proved  ironically
fortuitous...

HEINRICH KRAMER

...And we have the resources to reverse this fortune. 

POPE INNOCENT VIII

Hast thou forgotten thy station? You stand before the Supreme Pontiff of
the Universal Church! 

HEINRICH KRAMER

And can just as easily kneel before your grave.

POPE INNOCENT VIII
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You dare to threaten me? I am the Holy Pope, Deus damno tu!

HEINRICH KRAMER

Spoken like a true Pontiff.  

JEREMY SPRENGER

We seek to broker an agreement, not further the divide that separates us.
Remember, gathering forces conspire against you – of this you are well
aware. But  we remain your staunch allies. We would like nothing more
than  for  you  to  retain  your  position;  has  it  not  been  to  everyone’s
advantage? And we ask very little in return - merely your signature. Sign
this papal bull granting us authority to extend the inquisition to the alps,
and in return we shall make your local problems go away, further expand
the  scope  –  and  prosperity  –  of  the  Roman  Catholic  Church  –  and
guarantee your legacy for all eternity. 

HEINRICH KRAMER
 
[SMILING] We seek only to carry forth our mission in an expanded
fashion - ad maiorem gloriam dei – in the manner which has proven so
effective. 

JEREMY SPRENGER

Our goal is the salvation of souls. Extending the Holy Roman Inquisition
to the land of the northern infidels is your destiny, and weeding out the
devil in his new bastion of evil is ours. With your blessing, Sanctus Unus,
sovereigns of the lands we visit shall grant us vital access and support, and
as  we replicate our successes,  your legacy shall grow – strike now, and
ensure a legacy that shall last forever.
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HEINRICH KRAMER

We aim to teach people about God’s mercy and kindness, to bring about
their conversion and work toward the redemption of their mortal souls...
even should it require the employment of our most exacting means. 

POPE INNOCENT VIII

Your methods are notorious, Brother Kramer - not that they’re wrong,
mind  you,  given  your  immense  responsibility...but,  you  seem to  relish
employing them...  

JEREMY SPRENGER

No man can succeed lest  he embrace his destiny.  Have we reached an
accord? 

POPE INNOCENT VIII

I shall sign the papal bull - but I do so for no other reason than that I too
want to spread Christianity. This is to be made clear to everyone with
whom you interact. 

JEREMY SPRENGER

Your will be done. 

HEINRICH KRAMER

We shall be your steadfast minions,  and your greatest supporters – so
long as we both continue to honor our agreement. 
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POPE INNOCENT VIII

So consented – I believe I have aptly demonstrated to you that I am a
highly  principled  businessman...as  is  befitting  the  clergy,  and honoring
agreements is paramount...for the sake of spreading the good word of the
Lord, of course. 

IS INTERRUPTED BY A CHAMBERMAN 

CHAMBERMAN

(GENUFLECTING)  Forgive  me,  Holy  Father,  but  your  latest...
disciple... has arrived; as instructed, I bade her wait in the anteroom.

POPE INNOCENT VIII

(POPE  SIGNS  PAPER  AND  THRUSTS  IT  AT  THE
INQUISITORS) Leave me now - Dominus vobiscum - and carry forth
with your good deeds – as you can see, I have my own missionary work to
carry out.
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ACT ONE, SCENE TWO

SCENE  OPENS  IN  A  SIMPLE  ROOM.  BROTHER  ERWIN
MARMAL  STANDS  DEEP  IN  THOUGHT.  NEARBY,  ON  A
CHAIR  AT  A  KITCHEN  TABLE,  A  YOUNG  WOMAN
(LLEWELLYN) SOBS.  AFTER A FEW MOMENTS THE MAN
WHEELS AROUND AND SPEAKS STERNLY TO HER:

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

 Cry no more, woman; compose thyself!  You must think clearly!

LLEWELLYN

How can you treat me so? 

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

I have done nothing to you that you did not want. 

LLEWELLYN

You vouched your love for me, said that you would have me for your 
wife. 

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

And so I meant it – at the time. 

LLEWELLYN

And now you don’t?
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BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

In the light of day matters oft cast a different shadow.

LLEWELLYN

You no longer find me attractive?

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL
 
‘Tis not a matter of attraction.

LLEWELLYN

What then?

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

Circumstances have changed.

LLEWELLYN

So you have said, but I fail to understand; from one moment to the next
all earthly circumstance must by its nature change. But love (GRASPING
HIS  HAND  AND  HOLDING  IT  TO  HER  CHEST)  –  love  is
heavenly  ordained.  True  love  -  like  that  we  swore  to  each other  –  is
immune to change. 

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL
 
(HE PULLS AWAY)  Nonsense. My love has fled. 
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LLEWELLYN

(AFTER A MOMENT OF SHOCK) Or did you lead a  young and
innocent woman astray so as to deflower her, and exercise your lust?

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

What I felt at the time was real.

LLEWELLYN

Real indeed. I suspect you felt desire and little more. Perhaps you felt less
guilt once you convinced yourself that you loved me. Perhaps only by so
doing could you ever have hoped to persuade me. 

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

And what if it was? How matters that now? I simply can not be a father to
the child; not now, not under the present circumstances! 

LLEWELLYN

You have no choice in the matter; the unborn child is yours.

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

I can not forsake my entire future. I can not risk my professorship.

LLEWELLYN

Professor  of  Physics  and Medicine  at  the  local  university  –  this is  of
greater value to you than the life of a child? Of your child?
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BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

Father Erasmus has moral standards that are in conflict with procreation
out of wedlock. He will disown me and I shall be ruined. And should that
happen? What use will I be to you then? What good shall I be to the
child? He will be unwanted and uncared for, and his father destitute. No;
‘tis not good.

LLEWELLYN

He shall be neither unwanted nor uncared for. Quite the contrary; and the
means of support can always be found.

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

No!  I  have  worked  hard to  free  myself  from the  shackles  of  poverty,
poverty that hath dogged my family for generations; I shan’t go back!
 

LLEWELLYN

And what of my future? What is to become of me?

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

Now you are thinking! That is precisely the point; ‘tis unwise for you to
carry the child to term. Do not forsake your future as well as the child’s –
there are options...

LLEWELLYN

What are you saying?

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL
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We should abort the child – I have the means to do it.

LLEWELLYN

Are you delirious?!

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

I know a procedure most effective. 

LLEWELLYN

How can you suggest such a thing? To abort a child? Have you not sworn
an oath never to conduct one, nor to give a woman the means to produce
one herself?

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

The oath must be considered within the context of the circumstances. In
this case, the procedure is the right course of action. ‘Tis for the good of
all. 

LLEWELLYN

How differs our circumstance from any other?

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL
 
(AFTER A BRIEF PAUSE) A voice spoke unto me, and told me it was
God’s will – who am I...who are we... to deny God’s will? 

LLEWELLYN
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I will not hear of this!

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

I thought  you a  woman of  faith!  God would  not  present  us with the
knowledge of this procedure if he did not want us to use it. Hear me out
– afterwards, when you return to your prior state, you shall never want for
food; as well you know, a tithe of 10% of all that is produced by your fair
people is mine. 

WOMAN  LOOKS  DOWN  AND  SHAKES  HER  HEAD.  THE
MAN OFFERS MORE BY SAYING 

I can give you money, Llewellyn, and you will be much better off then you
would otherwise have been.

LLEWELLYN

You offer me money to terminate the pregnancy?

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

It seems only fair, considering the...the inconvenience that this represents. 

LLEWELLYN

Inconvenience?...I am near speechless.

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

As you know I have taken my inheritance,  and by acting the Jew have
made treble the profits. To this day it makes money on its own by virtue
of interest that compounds...
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LLEWELLYN

(STILL TRYING TO FATHOM ALL THAT SHE IS HEARING) I
had always heard the talk, but thought you wrongly judged. I thought I
had discovered the real you...(SHOUTING AT HIM)  The townspeople
hate you for what you have done to them! 

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

What mean you by that?

LLEWELLYN

They are good people, simple people, and you have led more than one to
the brink of disaster – old Miller even committed suicide!

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

His was a wretched life from the start - and I shan’t be held responsible
for their poor decisions – nor for yours. 

LLEWELLYN

How can you be so heartless when for the longest time you were so...so
full  of gentlemanly courtesies?  When we courted you said I meant the
world  to  you.  “More  than  life  itself”,  you  said.  (NO  RESPONSE
FROM MAN) I feel so ashamed. If only I’d listened to my grandmother.
She warned me...

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

You were imprudent not to heed her warning; don’t be so again. I offer
you now the chance to turn back the clock, to reverse your fortune...to
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return to your prior path unharmed yet wiser...and with a reserve of gold
by which you may support your struggling family; enough that you shall
never want for money again – nor shall they. Don’t be a tomfool – only a
witling would look a gift horse in the mouth. 

LLEWELLYN

You tempt me now with money as you did before with your silver tongue.
Why should I believe you? You have proven yourself a despicable liar.

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

Believe what you will, but again I declare I did not lie – I expressed my
heart sincere, as it beat at the time. I knew not that such a state would be
permanent. I saw not into the future. 

But that’s not important now; emotions serve us poorly at this time. We
must keep our wits about us. 

LLEWELLYN

...Our wits...

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

Given your condition, I am prevented from liberating my feelings for you;
there is simply too much stress, too great a risk...to the both of us, you
understand. Witness how you speak to me. Clearly everything about this
is  wrong. However,  should you no longer carry a child,  it  seems most
probable that the two of us would resurrect what we had before...

LLEWELLYN
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First you offer me money, then you endeavor to connive by dangling the
possibility  that  we  could  be  together  again?  My  youth  belies  my
intelligence – how dare you insult me like this? 

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

I insult you not. Should maturity and wisdom be thine then necessarily
wouldst  thou  consider  rationally  and  objectively.  Think  upon  your
options  –  you  can  but  conclude  I  proffer  unto  you  an  offer  most
generous. 

(UPON RECEIVING NO RESPONSE FROM THE GIRL) Agree to
it and shame shall be avoided – carry through with your foolish thoughts
and ruin and scandal shall rain down upon your entire family. Think hard
upon this, and forget not the riches I offer - more than any sheep herdess
would  ever  come  to  know...  Verily  could  I  walk  away  unconcerned,
offering you no more than my back, but I am a man cut from a finer cloth
and instead seek to provide for you, to ensure your welfare. What I offer
is the opportunity for you and your loved ones to live comfortably, until
such time that a well intentioned, hard working son of a merchant takes
you as his wife. Once rid of this...albatross, which fetters thee even before
its birth...many young men would have you...

WOMAN STRIKES MAN AND SCREAMS

LLEWELLYN

No child is an albatross! God brought forth this miracle  through you –
for us – and you turn your back on him. Hast thou thy Maker forgotten?
Though you have forgotten him here, He thinketh on thee - in Heaven! 

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

Hear me, woman; I act in accordance with God’s wishes! Effortless would
it be to simply disavow association with thee, to lay blame for thy sluttish
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manner. You seduced me using devilish charms. Furthermore, how know I
that the child is of my seed? It’s wholly possible that one of the fly-by-
night actors who came through some months back laid you down. Should
I be of such a mind, quite easy would it be for me to accuse you of lying,
to say you are a deceitful slut trying to wrest money from me.

LLEWELLYN

I would deny such slander! 

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

Aye, but can you dispute it? Who would our good people believe; a young
woman of simple heritage and modest means, or me – a well stationed
and reputable man? 

LLEWELLYN

(SOBBING) You took the priest’s orders!

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

Would you risk being cast out, never to return, forever to carry the shame,
forever to dishonor your family?

LLEWELLYN

Do my ears deceive me? Who are you? Why have you led me here? 

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

Led you here? I shine a light, offer to steward you out of your wretched
predicament.  I provide a hope for reclamation! Generous to a fault am I. I
need not offer so much as a kerchief with which to dry your eyes! Would
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you prefer  I do you as most others would? Enticing is the thought of
abandoning you to your own devices, to leave you to drown in your own
shame...but I’ll tarry as you consider.  

LLEWELLYN

(SOBBING HYSTERICALLY) How could you do this?

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

Llewellyn – I do care...deeply...for you, and try my best to help extricate
you  from  your  awful  predicament.  You  have  made  a  mistake,  and  I
endeavor to assist you in remedying it

LLEWELLYN

I have already begun to show – I think that some may suspect I be with
child...

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

Remain calm and hear me out. In short order  will you see the stratagem I
have devised is complete, brilliant, and comprehensive. ‘Tis a matter of
genius,  and shall  serve  to reverse  this  dire  situation,  revealing  it  to  be
fundamentally  fortuitous  for  both  of  us...however,  in  order  for  it  to
become so, you must act precisely as I instruct.

LLEWELLYN

Ah, this plan of yours – what you ask of me is to abort the child and
speak not a word to others...in return for my silence you will compensate
me,  provide  for  some  prosperity;  sheer  brilliance  indeed.  Like  a  base
extortionist do you operate. What you ask is near impossible, and I alone
shall bear the burden.
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BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

Never did I say ‘twould be easy, and no – that is  not the totality of my
proposal. Indeed, you but scratch the surface. What I suggest is far more
involved. Moreover, imperative is it that your mouth not be silent; quite
the contrary - in order for this to succeed, quite convincingly will we need
for you to speak with some personages whom I know.

LLEWELLYN

My head spins – what do you ask of me?

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

Allow me to explain and clarity shall shine, like sun erupting from behind
a storm cloud. As we have discussed previously, I begrudge Wallerstein’s
son his freedom, for never did his father repay me his debts.
 

LLEWELLYN

He died! Some say you led him to end his life rather than face the shame
and ruin of forfeiting his entire business...

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

And that business I inherited? Immediately did it flounder, making of me
an heir to debts rather than profits. Never shall I forgive him...and thus, as
is only proper, his kin should be made to pay for the sins of the father.

LLEWELLYN

I see not how this relates to...?
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BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

Quite directly does it relate;  I ask that  you accuse the Miller’s son of
raping you.

LLEWELLYN

What?!  Raping me? I shall do no such thing! 

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

Publicly accuse him of having turned into a werewolf and raping you.

LLEWELLYN

He is an innocent man! 

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

No! Innocent he is not! 

LLEWELLYN

He has never done me any harm!

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

Know you well his frequent fits – they are legion, and a common topic of
conversation in this small burgh. We harbor in our midst a werewolf!

LLEWELLYN
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For years this has been the talk, but never has anyone come to harm, never
has anyone witnessed his conversion into the damnable beast.

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

Possessed by the devil he is – ‘tis inevitable that he’ll be turned into the
Inquisitors...

LLEWELLYN

Inquisitors?

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

...So thou shalt simply hasten the process... and carry out your Christian
duty to the church.

LLEWELLYN

But in private you proposed to me that these seizures were a condition of
an unwell body!

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

The church teaches otherwise, and who am I – or you - to dispute the
church’s  belief?  ‘Tis  your  duty  to  incarcerate   him  on  behalf  of  the
townsfolk, many of whom have entertained thoughts about it in the past.

LLEWELLYN

A moral conscience prevented them from taking action.

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL
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Death at the hands of this werewolf is what prevented them from doing
so. They fear crossing the devil!

LLEWELLYN

Why call him a werewolf? He has committed no crime that we know of! 

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

Innocent of this particular crime of rape he may well be, but guilty of
being in league with the devil he most assuredly is. Moreover he is his
father’s  progeny,  and  as  such fated  to  accept  the  encumbrance  of  the
familial  wrongdoings.  The Lord said “Prepare a place to slaughter  his
sons for the sins of their forefathers; they are not to rise to inherit the
land...” this applies to Wallerstein. The old man brought upon his family
a stain, and now his son – who exhibits the traits of a man possessed –
must pay the price for his family. You would simply be the conduit, the
triggering mechanism, to the ultimate unfolding of justice.

LLEWELLYN

I could never forgive myself.

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

Paid you no attention in Sunday school all these years? God punishes the
unjust, and we are all merely his minions in a greater plan. Need I remind
you again of Wallerstein’s fits? Your church elders argue that they are of
satanic origin. 

LLEWELLYN
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I respect the clergy, or course, but of this I am not convinced. He is a
gentle man, a good man, and has always demonstrated a kind heart. Has
he not always contributed to the town? 

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL
 
‘Tis not your place to judge; ‘tis the church’s. We shall leave that up to
them. 

LLEWELLYN

How comes the church to be involved?

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

I told you, I have contacts. There are two men with whom I ask you meet.

LLEWELLYN

We have not resolved the matter at hand. What is to become of me and
our unborn child? And what of my reputation?

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

I shall tend to both. The abortion shall take place without fanfare and in
short order we both shall be done with it. The matter will be handled
with  complete  discretion;  of  it  no  one  shall  be  privy.  We  shall  tell
everyone that you came to see me,  that you spontaneously aborted the
spawn of  Satan that  lived within your womb. This  shall  be viewed as
God’s will...indeed, God’s favor, as he consecrates those who are good and
holy, and would not allow such an abortion if he truly did not bless it.

LLEWELLYN
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You have calculated this at some length! What kind of a man are you?

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

That is inconsequential – I do what I must...in order to save you.
LLEWELLYN

And yourself!

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

God helps those who help themselves. 

LLEWELLYN

So you say, but that is not found in The Lord’s Bible. 

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

Let us not quibble. You know yourself to be a God-fearing Christian, yes?

LLEWELLYN

I have always been strong in my faith...

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

But you allowed your weakness as a woman to interfere with what you
knew was right.

LLEWELLYN

(PUTTING  HER  HEAD  IN  HER  HANDS)  I  have  made  Him
unhappy, and shamed myself in the process.
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BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL
 
(PUTTING HIS ARMS AROUND HER SHOULDER) Know you
with certainty that God forgives those who are truly repentant. If thou art
truly sorry for your poor choice, then repent – seek His forgiveness. He
hath presented me this idea in his wisdom; allow the pieces to fall into
place, as is his will. Carry out the deed, accept the money offered you, and
make more of your life going forward. 
  

LLEWELLYN

The money is inconsequential to me; for the sake of my mortal soul do I
tremble.

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

As well you should; by your own admission you are but a weak woman –
commend thy soul unto God, for only by his hand shall it know salvation.
Trust in him; allow matters to unfold as He would have it.  

LLEWELLYN

(VERY  CONFUSED)  Ah,  the  intrigue!  Why  would  God  put  me
through all this? Why have me suffer as I do? Why would he have me
accuse an innocent man of such a heinous act?

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

Why hath God allowed this man to accept such damnable company? Why
hath he allowed him to be in league with the devil? These are questions we
are incapable of answering, but this we know: Wallerstein has fits – he is
not innocent! And so our conscience need remain clear. See the matter as a
test – a supreme test - of our faith in God. And we are riding it as if on
the crest of a wave - justice is being served, and we must accept God’s
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grace and play a part, or oppose God’s will and be vanquished along with
the rest. Art thou choosing to deny him His will?

LLEWELLYN

It all seems so unambiguous to you – why am I confused?
BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

Again, thou art a woman, and as such prone to weakness – were you more
resolute in your faith you would not now find yourself with child. In your
current state ‘tis hard to think clearly. God has deemed to involve me in
this passion play, and I can not fathom why...but I  accept what role He
has destined for me. And I am now to help you, to guide you. 

God’s tests are always demanding – we need look no further than the
Bible for affirmation of this - but he asks no more of us than we can
manage. On this day He asks you to participate in ridding the town of a
threat – dare you deny Him his preference?

LLEWELLYN

...This abortion – be it safe?

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

Is a full-term pregnancy any safer? Most certainly not; moreover, should
you bring this unwanted child to term, you’ll be denounced as a whore,
and most likely killed right along with the rest of the wicked. 

LLEWELLYN

Would you not come to my defense? 

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL
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Again, how can I be sure the baby is of my seed?

LLEWELLYN

Before I came to know you I was a virgin!

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

So you say...and I believe you...but let us be logical; how does it profit any
of us to drag me down along with you simply because of your personal
mistake? The town needs me! Who paid the lion’s share for our bridge?
Who helped start so many of our businesses through loans? What would
commerce  be  without  my  contributions?  Exists  there  a  man  who  has
contributed more to the church than I? I ask you. 

I am both a man of the cloth and a healer; wouldst thou deprive the town
of this? No, ‘tis destined. As a man, I was born with sin - my penance is to
do good on behalf of society forever more, to be philanthropic, and to
ensure that  evil  beings – such as  young  Wallerstein – be brought to
justice. 

LLEWELLYN

Is not abortion a sin?

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

Only when engineered against the will of God. In this case, he clearly wills
for it to be. ‘Tis all part of his grand plan, of which we can not fathom.

LLEWELLYN

But absolved I can never be for fornicating outside of sanctified marriage!

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL
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The totality of your problems I am unable to solve; after the unwanted
child is aborted, seek thee absolution from the church, and saved your
soul shall be.

LLEWELLYN

You know I cannot do so! Should I there with a confession I shall be
incarcerated, tortured, publicly humiliated, and put to death.

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

You have outlined quite succinctly why ‘tis essential to comply with this
plan –  God’s plan. Make you peace with God, after your own fashion,
howsoever you see fit. 

BROTHER MARMAL STARTS TO LEAVE .

LLEWELLYN

Whither doth thou go?

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

Get some rest – clear your head. Come to me tomorrow and we shall start
the process. Within a fortnight all shall be resolved. I leave you now, and
return to my home – your grandmother is due any moment. 

BROTHER  MARMAL  LEAVES  WOMAN  TO  PONDER  HER
FATE – SHE THROWS A POT AGAINST THE WALL (WHICH
SHATTERS)  IN HER ANGER AND DISTRESS,  THEN SINKS
TO HER KNEES AND SOBS. SCENE FADES OUT. 
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ACT ONE, SCENE THREE

HEINRICH  KRAMER  AND  JEREMY  SPRENGER  ARE  IN  A
SMALL  ROOM  AND  MEETING  WITH  BROTHER  ERWIN
MARMAL).  HK  &  JS  HAVE  BROUGHT  WITH  THEM  THE
VOLUMINOUS  WORK  KNOWN  AS  THE  MALLEUS
MALEFICARUM. 

JEREMY SPRENGER

Thank you, yes – the trip was uneventful, save for stretches most perilous
in the nether regions of our dear Italia; coffers are wanting and the roads
lie  in  ill  repair.  But  we  are  here  now,  and  our  mission  we  intend  to
accomplish.  ‘Twas  brought  to  our  attention  that  this  quaint  burgh  of
yours suffers from a general ignorance of the ordo salutis – the order of
salvation – and that  this  in  turn  has  led to a  distressing development
which requires our intervention. Have you more to add?

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

The intervention of our Holy Inquisitors is  timely and most welcome.
Allow me first  to  acquaint you with my background.  After  taking the
priest’s orders in Munchen I then studied medicine under...

HEINRICH KRAMER

That won’t be necessary. He whom subsidizes your professorship told us
everything we need know about you. 
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BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

You’ve spoken with  good Father Erasmus? I thought you had only just
arrived...

JEREMY SPRENGER

He tells us that you hath reported a rape – a vestal woman violated most
brutally by a man rumored to be a werewolf.  Be that the truth as you
know it?

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

Yes – raped. Yes. Confronting the beast is...difficult...for possessed is he
by demons and...as servants of God, fear we to approach a minion of evil.

JEREMY SPRENGER

Understandable  -  but  steady be  thy faith  and fortitude  shall  be thine,
enough to defeat Satan and his evil  accomplices.  Per Deus totus res es
possible – with God all things are possible. 

HEINRICH KRAMER

Let us explore this most grievous offense; tell us what you know. 

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

The  woman  –  a  local  sheep  herdess  of  impeccable  repute  and  chaste
character – came to me. ‘Tis twice a sidereal month since she sought me
out. The townsfolk look to me to treat their ills, you see, as I am the De
Facto...
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HEINRICH KRAMER

Um Hmm... And this...”sheep herdess”...she sought your services... of her
own accord? 

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

Yes. Of her own accord; ‘twas her decision entirely. 

JEREMY SPRENGER

Accompanied was she by an escort?

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

I...no, I recall no escort.

HEINRICH KRAMER

And yet you consider her to be of impeccable repute? Would you not
agree that a woman seeking medical counsel should have humility about
her, all the moreso when the issue involves her violated womb?  

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

Modest is she, with but a sickly sister and frail and elderly grandparents to
call upon...

HEINRICH KRAMER

Is the behavior not extraordinary, or do all those of the lesser sex in this
uncultivated outpost behave in so brazen a manner? 

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL
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(MOMENTARILY  TAKEN  ABACK  BY  THE  ARROGANCE)
I...No...that is,  I  wouldst not know. I can but recount the sequence of
events. 

JEREMY SPRENGER

Hmm. Continue with thy discourse.

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

(WIPING HIS BROW WITH A HANDKERCHIEF, AS THE LINE
OF QUESTIONING IS MAKING HIM SOMEWHAT NERVOUS)
She had been toiling in the fields. ‘Twas no different from any other day,
truly, when suddenly a neighbor appeared – a man well known to suffer
bedeviled fits. Appeared he out of nowhere, and most lascivious was his
manner; it occurred to our good daughter that he might perchance have
patronized the rathskeller and imbibed liberally of the local stout. Rose
she to speak with him and, like a wisp of smoke taken by the wind, not a
trace was left. ‘Twas most peculiar. 

JEREMY SPRENGER

We’re soon to meet the wench, yes?

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

Indeed. I have brought her here to testify in her own fashion. 

HEINRICH KRAMER

We understand her looks to be tempting. 

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL
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I’ll not dispute it; a most alluring woman is she, and oft looked upon with
interest by men.

JEREMY SPRENGER

So one would think that she’d be accustomed to attention such as that
paid her by this man.

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

‘Tis logical, yes... but this man be a werewolf, and she was frightened. 

JEREMY SPRENGER

But did you not say he appeared not as a beast but as a man?

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

Yes, as a man...initially, as a man...as the neighbor.

HEINRICH KRAMER

A known werewolf is he?

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

He is...known to have seizures, yes, and rumored to be in possession of a
wolf belt...The mother who bore him was a witch...I am told. I know he
sprang forth from the seed of a reprobate who routinely  neglected his
debts. Some say the father may even have had “African” blood in him!

JEREMY SPRENGER
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Speak thee of the girl. Was she clean...prior to the deflowering?

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

She was most virtuous. 
HEINRICH KRAMER

Thus far you have told us only of a visit by a neighbor in a human form,
who did so quickly disappear from sight.  

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

The woman - Llewellyn by name - continued to toil in the field, as the
day’s  work  had  only  just  begun,  but  alert  she  remained,  should  the
unwelcome  trespasser  return.  And  return  he  did,  without  notice  or
provocation, springing upon her as she bent to till the land. From a bush
he pounced, knocking her to the ground with a force most violent. She
struggled bravely, hitting the beast with her fists and kicking at him with
her legs... but the wolf was too strong. It tore at her clothes with ferocity,
then clasped her neck in vice-like jaws. He told her that if she struggled
he’d steal her life from her right there and then. Employing the prudence
and good sense that comes from a solid upbringing,  she tried to remain
calm, to think her way out of the predicament. 

But the beast offered no chance for flight, nor did his single-mindedness
allow for distraction. With reckless abandon he worked his way between
her legs, raping her most brutally, carrying on like the filthy monster he is.

HEINRICH KRAMER

And the polluted wench – how managed she to escape?

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL
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As the wolf spent his seed he loosened slightly his grip upon her neck, and
she  instinctively  availed  herself  of  a  scythe  she’d  not  noticed  before.
Thrusting it toward him with all her might, managed she to catch him
square in the shoulder. The animal howled and off her he leapt, tending
to his  wound for  several  God-sent  seconds.  The woman proceeded to
assail the beast with a fury she hath not known she possessed. 

JEREMY SPRENGER

You speak with great authority on the matter.

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

I am her medical doctor.  

HEINRICH KRAMER

And refer to her with intimate familiarity. 

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

I am also her confidante. There is nothing unwholesome about that. 

JEREMY SPRENGER

Tell  us more about the wolf.  It  surprises  me to hear that this woman
could fight off an animal so possessed.

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

Fighting  for  her  life was  she,  summoning  a  strength  that  only  such
moments  doth bring.  The wolf  was agile,  avoiding her at  every  lunge,
sneering with a satisfied grin and mocking her, its cock still dripping with
devil seed. Truly blessed was she that the sound of workers coming to
field compelled the wolf to abandon his attack and flee. The woman hid
herself from the others, ashamed to tell of her ordeal – ‘twas later that day
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she  came  to  see  me.  Examined  her  most  thoroughly  did  I,  and  can
vouchsafe her story; the woman hath been raped. 

JEREMY SPRENGER

How didst thee attend to her? 
BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

To calm her hysteria I had first to apply opium and mercury.

HEINRICH KRAMER

(TO JEREMY SPRENGER) ‘Tis sacrilegious! The church is abundantly
clear about that!  

JEREMY SPRENGER

Anon. (TO BROTHER MARMAL) Opium and mercury; did you find
these effective? 

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

Most certainly; ‘tis known medicine.

HEINRICH KRAMER

...And from whom did you learn such...medicine? 

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

From the Abbot Trithermius – we have come to know these to be the
most effective means of calming hysterics. 

JEREMY SPRENGER
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(NODDING HIS HEAD TO KRAMER) Abbot Trithermius. We’ve 
heard of him. 

HEINRICH KRAMER

When the conviction of the sinner is complete, could you lead us to the
good abbot? 

JEREMY SPRENGER

We would welcome an introduction.  

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

He has passed away, nigh on one full year now. 

HEINRICH KRAMER

Ah. ‘Tis a pity....but, back to the shameless trull. What steps took you on
her  behalf,  following  the  ritual  of  administering  an  opium / mercury
concoction?

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

 ...'twas no ritual, really...’tis recognized medicine.

JEREMY SPRENGER

Brother Marmal, the question was presented thee by an Inquisitor; thou
shalt answer it.

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL 
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(SIZING  UP  THE  SITUATION,  AND  REALIZING  THAT  HE
MAY BE INCRIMINATING HIMSELF) I advised her to pray with all
sincerity and single-mindedness, that God might make things right.

JEREMY SPRENGER

Sensible guidance. 

HEINRICH KRAMER

Wise counsel. 

JEREMY SPRENGER

And then?

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

And then...she returned to me a week ago, and by the grace of God she
was  no longer  with child  – her  prayers  did he hear,  her  pleas  did he
answer. Our Father in Heaven granted her a miscarriage, to which I was
witness. The woman suffered mightily and lost much blood, but she hails
from good German stock, and is today almost fully recovered.  

HEINRICH KRAMER

The Lord has truly blessed her. Suffer did she at the hands of the devil as
penance  for  her  momentary  weakness,  but  the  Lord  our  God  hath
redeemed her by spontaneously aborting the devil spawn. 

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

Precisely. This I told her myself.
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JEREMY SPRENGER

You say she is a chaste woman, of good character, and faithful in all ways
to The Lord? 

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

Yes.

JEREMY SPRENGER

Then how came she to be raped? The Lord would never allow it.

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

She... admitted to me that she had not been focused on God at the time.  

HEINRICH KRAMER

At the time of the rape?

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

Yes.

JEREMY SPRENGER

And what of the werewolf – the neighbor?

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

Not  apprehended.  Still  he  roams  the  town  as  a  free  man  –  but  he
continues to suffer from these unholy seizures, and is roundly shunned by
the God-fearing townspeople. He hath a nasty scar, they say, caused by
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the  scythe  when  in  wolf  form.  I  have  not  examined  him.  Others  will
testify that he be in possession of a wolfbelt, and should you so desire I
can produce these witnesses forthwith.  

HEINRICH KRAMER

That may prove useful at some point, and we may well act on your offer.
Let us now interview the defiled wench. 

KRAMER OPENS THE DOOR AND WOMAN ENTERS, 
CLEARLY NERVOUS

JEREMY SPRENGER

Sedo vestri – calm thyself. Be not nervous; we come in the name of the
Lord. Our sworn duty is to rid the land of demons, so that all children of
God be safe. 

LLEWELLYN

I am calmed, and thank thee for thy gentility.

HEINRICH KRAMER

(SHATTERING  HER  CALMNESS  AND  IN  CONTRAST  TO
SPRENGER’S GENTLE APPROACH) Raped were you by a werewolf?

LLEWELLYN

...Raped?...I...yes. (LOOKING DOWN) But I am recovered now.

JEREMY SPRENGER
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Art thou?

LLEWELLYN

That is to say, God has cleansed me, and rid my womb of the spawn. 

HEINRICH KRAMER

Is that not a blessing? 

LLEWELLYN

(LOOKING UP) A true blessing, for which I am eternally grateful.

HEINRICH KRAMER

Your demeanor betrays you – you are disappointed?

LLEWELLYN

No!...A woman always seeks to fulfill her duty to bring forth a child of
God...but when the child is unwelcome...

JEREMY SPRENGER

Or the seed polluted...

LLEWELLYN

...then ’tis a good thing...a blessed thing.  

HEINRICH KRAMER

Why would you wish to bring forth such a baby? ‘Twas it not the seed of
the devil?
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LLEWELLYN

(LOOKING TO THE DOCTOR) ‘Twas most certainly. (LOOKING
BACK AT THE INQUISITORS) The seed of the devil...a God-fearing
woman could never wish for evil progeny to be brought forth... (BREAKS
DOWN IN TEARS).

JEREMY SPRENGER

Calm thyself, daughter. 

LLEWELLYN

(DRYING HER TEARS) I beg your indulgence;  it has been a trying
experience.

JEREMY SPRENGER

Understood. 

LLEWELLYN

So what will happen to this man?

HEINRICH KRAMER

You inquire to the fate of the werewolf?

LLEWELLYN

We are all God’s creatures, and I pray his soul the Lord shall keep. 
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HEINRICH KRAMER

‘Tis good of you, but if truly in league with the devil his soul the Lord
hath already forsaken. 

JEREMY SPRENGER

(CORRECTING KRAMER) God is just and merciful, and redemption
of a sinner is always possible... should that be the Lord’s determination. 

LLEWELLYN

Will his life be spared? 

HEINRICH KRAMER

Thy sympathy be misplaced, daughter!

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

(INTERJECTING) She is still somewhat delirious...from the effects of
the opium. Allow me to administer some...

LLEWELLYN

I’ll have no more of your concoctions! 

JEREMY SPRENGER

Relax  child  –  we  ask  only  that  our  questions  be  answered.  Are  you
capable? (SHE NODS HER HEAD). Attest thee to the forced violation?

LLEWELLYN
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Good Inquisitor,  (STRUGGLING) I wish not to attest  that  the man
raped me...(LOOKING AT BROTHER MARMAL)... that is to say, my
defilement  came  at  the  hands  of...of  the  werewolf,  not  the  man.
Wallerstein cannot be accountable for the actions of the wolf, can he? 

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

Accountable he is – accountable he must  be, for the spirit of the wolf is
one with him!

LLEWELLYN

But can you not free him from this curse? Can the man not be spared an
infamous  fate?  Why  blame  the  man  for  fits  and  actions  which  he  is
helpless to control?

HEINRICH KRAMER

Take thee care not to blasphemy!

LLEWELLYN

(PLEADING HER CASE TO SPRENGER) Jesus cast out demons –
can you not,  as  God’s  emissaries,  do the same?  He said to his  sincere
disciples that should they know true faith, nothing shall be impossible. 

JEREMY SPRENGER

Your knowledge of scripture is sound, daughter, but only when God the
Father deems it so shall sprits be evicted. 

LLEWELLYN

Why must the man face inquisition?
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HEINRICH KRAMER

Ad maiorem gloriam dei – for the greater glory of God.

SINGLE  SPOTLIGHT  UP  ON  STAGE  RIGHT  SHOWING
TORTURE  SCENE  WITH  VOICE  OVER  OF  INQUISITORS
EXHORTING  VICTIM  TO  “ACCEPT  CHRIST  AS  THY
SAVIOR!” SPOTLIGHT DOWN AND RETURN TO PRESENT
SCENE

HEINRICH KRAMER

With the power invested in us as Holy Roman Inquisitors, the man shall
know redemption of his soul – doubt thee not, we shall work to exorcise
the unholy from this man’s body...most industriously...

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

‘Tis akin to removing a poisoned tooth. 

JEREMY SPRENGER

‘Tis not unlike that, true. If the tooth hath not infected the entire mouth,
then salvation shall be his – if the infection is spread, then more drastic
measures need be taken. 

LLEWELLYN

Tell me of these drastic measures.

JEREMY SPRENGER

Those fall to the inquisition; we needn’t conjecture at this hour.
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LLEWELLYN

But he hath not bothered anyone before – not a man alive can dispute 
that. 

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

What of those he may have killed? They can not speak to us from the
grave.

HEINRICH KRAMER

This  is  most  unusual  -  never  have  I  known an innocent,  God-fearing
victim to advocate with such passion for her assailant! 

LLEWELLYN

I seek only to live by the word of the Lord...

HEINRICH KRAMER

This man for whom you seek mercy...you know not of other evil acts by
his hand (SHE NODS) but you attest that he  did brutally violate you
(SHE HESITANTLY AND PARITALLY NODS), and thus his guilt
becomes obvious and his corruption complete. The devil is not satisfied
keeping to himself,  but rather seeks to actively corrupt others so as to
increase his domain. 

JEREMY SPRENGER

For my own certainty, again I ask – claim you that he most heinously
raped you?

LLEWELLYN
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I...I  was  impregnated,  and  by  the  grace  of  God  miscarried  –  Brother
Marmal can vouch for that. 

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

From examination I do so vouch that the man did rape her - while a
werewolf incarnate. Moreover, I have heard that long ago, before he came
to be in possession of the wolf belt, he did also know his own mother. 

STUNNED SILENCE ALL AROUND FOR A FEW MOMENTS

JEREMY SPRENGER

(TO THE WOMAN) Art thou prepared to testify against this man in
the court of the inquisition?

LLEWELLYN

Must I? 

JEREMY SPRENGER

You must.

LLEWELLYN

I wish not to relive the horror. Will not the account I have given you
suffice? ...and Brother Marmal? Can he not speak on my behalf? 

HEINRICH KRAMER

That would be most unorthodox!
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BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

Acknowledges she that I am...more articulate, more educated...and that I
suffer not from the trauma. In me the woman trusts. She’s but a sheep
herdess, you see...

JEREMY SPRENGER

We can offer you this – because the entire village knows of the event, and
can vouch both for your purity as well as the man’s evil nature, your direct
testimony may not come to pass. In matters of this nature, when a man’s
soul is possessed by the devil,  it  usually turns not on a single defining
incident, but rather on the totality of the corruption. 

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

He  hath  suffered  from  unholy  seizures  for  years;  are  these  not
symptomatic  of  a  man  possessed?  There  be  no  confusion  here.
(WOMAN LOOKS AT THE DOCTOR).

JEREMY SPRENGER

Tell us, child – why have you not married by now? 

LLEWELLYN

I loved a man once, but he...left. He...(BEGINS TO CRY)

JEREMY SPRENGER

Strength, daughter. Did this man die? Was he a victim of the wars?

LLEWELLYN

(NODDING HER HEAD) The man I knew is dead. 
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HEINRICH KRAMER

And have you no other suitors?  

LLEWELLYN

None that my grandmother doth approve of...

HEINRICH KRAMER

A woman of your comeliness must surely be considered a prize?

LLEWELLYN

My grandmother hears  of young men who shall  make their  intentions
known by Springtide  (MARMAL SHOWS SOME SURPRISE).  She
has  discussed dowry matters  with their  fathers  already.  I  shall  become
betrothed to the man with the most generous offer.

JEREMY SPRENGER

That is good and right. ‘Tis most unseemly for a woman your age to be
unwed. 

HEINRICH KRAMER

‘Tis God’s wish that women wed and procreate.

LLEWELLYN

Yes....yes.

JEREMY SPRENGER
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...Our meeting is concluded. The man shall be brought forth on charges of
unlawful forced fornication and conspiring with Satan. The court of the
Inquisition  shall  try  him,  and  through  this  sanctified  tribunal  the
judgment of God shall fall upon him.  You may go now, child - Gloria in
Excelsis. 

LLEWELLYN

(CROSSING HERSELF, COURTSEYING AND LEAVING) Gloria
in Excelsis. Amen.

HEINRICH KRAMER

(TO BROTHER MARMAL) You are excused as well, Brother Marmal
– your patient needs tending to. 

LLEWELLYN

Yes, thank you; I’ll tend to her. Know you where to find me should I be
needed. 

BROTHER MARMAL LEAVES. 

LIGHTS DOWN AS INQUISITORS TURN TO EACH OTHER. 
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ACT ONE, SCENE FOUR

SCENE  OPENS  WITH  VIOLENT  STRUGGLE  BETWEEN
WALLERSTEIN  AND  TWO  HENCHMEN  AS  THE  TWO
INQUISITORS  LOOK  ON.  WALLERSTEIN  IS  FINALLY
SUBDUED AND THE INQUISITORS APPROACH HIM; HE IS
LIFTED FROM THE GROUND.

HENCHMAN

Thou shalt kneel upon greeting Holy Inquisitors! 

THE HENCHMEN HITS WALLERSTEIN IN THE BACK OF HIS
KNEES, FORCING HIM TO KNEEL. HIS HEAD IS HANGING
DOWN AND THEY GRAB HIM BY THE HAIR AND LIFT IT
SO THAT HE IS LOOKING UP AT THE INQUISITORS

JEROME WALLERSTEIN

Why do you abuse me so? Never have I made your acquaintance, and no
wrong done you or yours.

JEREMY SPRENGER

(TAKING A SCROLL FROM WITHIN HIS CLOTHES) We the
Inquisitors of the Holy Office of Rome, and in the name of our Lord and
savior Jesus Christ, have granted all townspeople here a sidereal month to
confess and recant their sins; never came you forth. Had you done so, a
penance much mitigated may have been proffered  – as  it  stands,  your
prideful obstinacy hath made mediation...an impossibility. 
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JEROME WALLERSTEIN

I know not  what  you mean – I  have  confessed my sins,  and received
absolution from our prior. 

HEINRICH KRAMER

Your  prior  hath  no  authority  over  the  Holy  Roman  Church.
(GESTURING  TO THE HENCHMAN  TO BRING THE MAN
TO HIS FEET)

JEROME WALLERSTEIN

What business have you with me?

JEREMY SPRENGER

Our High Father in Heaven sendeth his loyal subjects to summon wicked
creatures to come and give account of their lives in this world...

HEINRICH KRAMER

How dost thou plead, sinner?

JEROME WALLERSTEIN

Plead to what? 

JEREMY SPRENGER

Thou art charged with devilry, the most heinous of charges.

HEINRICH KRAMER
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Confess thee!

JEROME WALLERSTEIN

I be not in league with the devil! 
HEINRICH KRAMER

Liar! (SLAMS HIM ACROSS FACE WITH THE MALLEUS 
MALEFICARUM)

JEROME WALLERSTEIN

Who makes such a charge?!

HEINRICH KRAMER

Your victim doth indict you, demon! The maiden you raped!

JEROME WALLERSTEIN

Raped!?!  I hath raped no one! I am a married man! You mistake me for
another man! I swear upon all that is sacred that I be innocent! 

HEINRICH KRAMER

Confess thee, instrument of Satan!

JEROME WALLERSTEIN

Never have I harmed another human, moreover violated a woman! This 
is...

JEREMY SPRENGER
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Silence!  If  thou shalt  not confess  then hold thy tongue completely.  A
tribunal of fair-minded men shall determine your guilt. 

JEROME WALLERSTEIN

I deny all guilt! 
HEINRICH KRAMER

Heretic!  (AGAIN  WALLERSTEIN  IS  HIT  ACROSS  THE  FACE
WITH THE MALLEUS MALEFICARUM) 

JEROME WALLERSTEIN

I have not committed this crime! I am innocent of the charge!

JEREMY SPRENGER

Should your innocence be true, then nothing have you to fear. Claim you
to be a Christian?

JEROME WALLERSTEIN

I do; most certainly I do, and always have I followed the dictums of the
church.

JEREMY SPRENGER

Excellent. Then to God thou shalt answer, and a reckoning be had for thy
many sins. 

JEROME WALLERSTEIN

My sins are no more heinous than those of any other man!

HEINRICH KRAMER
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Evil fiend! (AGAIN HITS HIM ACROSS THE FACE WITH THE
MALEUS MALEFICARUM) As a Christian you must surely know that
the Lord thy God is infinite,  and good, and more powerful than your
benefactor the devil, and that the truth shall be known.

JEREMY SPRENGER

Your  soul  can  be  saved  by  repenting  your  sins  and trusting in  God’s
mercy.

JEROME WALLERSTEIN

...But I have not sinned!

HEINRICH KRAMER

Blasphemer!  (HITS  HIM  SO HARD THAT HE  FALLS  TO HIS
KNEES. BY THIS TIME THE MAN IS BLEEDING PROFUSELY
FROM THE MOUTH AND NOSE. HENCHMEN KICK HIM IN
THE STOMACH, THEN AGAIN LIFT HIS HEAD BY HIS HAIR)
Only Christ our Lord knew no sin! 

JEREMY SPRENGER

We have all sinned, my lost son, and comes a time for each to account for
his actions. 

JEROME WALLERSTEIN

Hear me out! I deny not that I am a sinner – a sinner as we all are – but
my trespasses be no worse than any other man’s. 

HEINRICH KRAMER
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Thy corruption is complete – thou art not capable of judging.  

JEREMY SPRENGER

BEGINS READING A PRAYER IN LATIN ALL THE WHILE HK
CONTINUES TO ABUSE THE MAN

Confiteor Deo omnipotenti, beatae 
Mariae semper Virgini, beato 
Michaeli Archangelo, beato Joanni 
Baptistae, sanctis Apostolis Petro et 
Paulo, omnibus Sanctis, et vobis, 
fratres (et tibi pater), quia peccavi 
nimis cogitatione, verbo et opere: mea 
culpa, mea culpa, mea maxima culpa. 
Ideo precor beatam Mariam semper 
Virginem, beatum Michaelem 
Archangelum, beatum Joannem 
Baptistam, sanctos Apostolos Petrum 
et Paulum, omnes Sanctos, et vos, 
fratres (et te, pater), orare pro me ad 
Dominum Deum nostrum. Amen. 

I confess to almighty God, to 
blessed Mary ever Virgin, to blessed 
Michael the archangel, to blessed 
John the Baptist, to the holy apostles
Peter and Paul, to all the saints, and 
to you my brothers (and to thee, 
father) that I have sinned 
exceedingly in thought, word, and 
deed, through my fault, through my 
fault, through my most grievous 
fault. Therefore, I beseech blessed 
Mary ever Virgin, blessed Michael 
the archangel, blessed John the 
Baptist, the holy apostles Peter and 
Paul, and all the saints, to pray for 
me to the Lord our God. Amen. 

 
JEROME WALLERSTEIN

By whom am I so wrongly accused? 

HEINRICH KRAMER

No name shall you know at this time. 

JEROME WALLERSTEIN
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Surely that is a most grievous injustice! 

HEINRICH KRAMER

The laws  of  our  Father  in  Heaven  shall  be  held  to,  and penance  for
wrong- doing exacted in accordance with Roman Catholic canon.  

JEROME WALLERSTEIN

I swear  to  you that  always  have  I  lived  in  accordance  with  His  laws!
Always! Never have I wavered! These crimes of which I am accused... they
are like leaves torn from a tree, given a life of their own by the wind of
false accusation!

HEINRICH KRAMER

Your time is upon you! Repent, sinner!

JEROME WALLERSTEIN

I tell you I hath not committed this crime! (MEN BEAT HIM). Please!
‘Twas not me!

HEINRICH KRAMER

Where be the wolf belt? Tell us!

JEROME WALLERSTEIN

There be no wolf belt! You have me mistaken for another man! Unhand
me. I demand justice! (MEN CONTINUE TO BEAT HIM)

HEINRICH KRAMER

Thou art in no position to demand anything, devil! Again we ask you;
where be the wolf belt? Wish you not to cooperate? So be it. By the power
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invested  in  us,  thou art  commended unto the  possession of  the  Holy
Roman Church. We accept you into our custody, and vouch a tireless and
thorough effort toward the salvation of your erring and wicked soul. 

SPRENGER  ENDS  HIS  RECITATION,  CONCLUDING  WITH
“AMEN”.  JS  LOOKS  ONCE  AT  HK  THEN  NODS  AT
HENCHMEN. THEY BEAT HIM UNTIL HE IS SAGGING TO
THE GROUND, BARELY ABLE TO RAISE HIS HEAD. HE SAYS:

JEROME WALLERSTEIN

For God’s sake I beg of you – smite me for sins I have committed, but
torture me not for those of which I  am innocent!  Gracious God have
mercy on me! Stand by me, Mother and Maid, holy Mary.

KRAMER  HITS  WALLERSTEIN  OVER  THE  HEAD  WITH
GREAT  VIGOR,  KNOCKING  HIM  OUT,  BLOOD  SPILLING
FORTH  ON  THE  STAGE.  HK  THEN  SPEAKS  TO  THE
HENCHMEN

HEINRICH KRAMER

Incarcerate the sinner, and heed not his plaintive pleas, for they are but
evil  contrivances of the devil,  meant to sway you from your holy duty.
Semper fidelis. Be strong, Jailors; from now ‘till the Lord’s Sabbath, each
time a word escapes his sinful mouth, you are to whip him 12 times, in
honor of our Lord’s disciples. Be that clear? In Proverbs, God in Heaven
proclaimeth “You shall beat him with a rod, and deliver his soul from
hell". And withhold not your fury, as almighty God hath so ordained.   

JAILORS DRAG UNCONSCIOUS MAN OFF STAGE. 

SPRENGER MAKES THE SIGN OF THE CROSS, UTTERING:

JEREMY SPRENGER
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Pax vobiscum – peace be with you, sinner. 

LIGHTS AND CURTAIN DOWN – END OF ACT ONE -
INTERMISSION

ACT TWO, SCENE ONE

CURTAINS OPEN TO REVEAL A SEMI-DARK STAGE WITH
WALLERSTEIN DRAPED OVER A SINGLE WOODEN PLANK
HANGING  FROM THE  WALL  FORMING  A  “BENCH”.  THE
JAILOR SPEAKS:

JAILOR

There  he  lies,  unconscious  again  –  ‘tis  pitiful,  but  I  mustn’t  sway.
(SIGHING) Lord, I pray you grant mercy on the wretched felon’s soul.
(THROWING  A  BUCKET  OF  WATER  ON  HIM)  Awake  thee,
sinner...and think on thy trespasses.

JEROME WALLERSTEIN

Please – free me. I...I am innocent; (CRYING) upon my soul I swear it.
You must find it in your heart to release me!

JAILOR

‘Tis impossible.

JEROME WALLERSTEIN

I implore you – please, Jailor (VOICE TRAILING OFF) ...please

JAILOR
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To what end? Thou hath nowhere to go, and nothing to call thine own.

JEROME WALLERSTEIN

I have a home, a wife; I need nothing more. I ask nothing more. 

JAILOR

Your property has been confiscated by the Holy Roman Church, to do
with as it will. 

JEROME WALLERSTEIN
 
...I  need no home;  content  am I to roam, to eek out sustenance from
God’s green earth.

JAILOR

Your freedom lies in the hands of the tribunal. When you are ready to be
judged, a verdict shall be rendered. 

JEROME WALLERSTEIN

...And what of my wife?

JAILOR

Your wife? I know not with certainty, though I am told she eventually
renounced you. 

JEROME WALLERSTEIN

Renounced me?...What mean you by  “eventually”?
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JAILOR

At first she did not cooperate with the Inquisitors, refusing to produce the
wolf belt. 

JEROME WALLERSTEIN

There be no belt to produce!

JAILOR

Truly misplaced was her loyalty.

JEROME WALLERSTEIN

“Was”? What have they done with her?

JAILOR

I cannot say; she’s not been heard from since. 

JAILOR WALKS AWAY

JEROME WALLERSTEIN

My  wife!  What  have  they  done  with  my  wife?  (ANGUISHED  /
CRYING)   Deliver  me  from  blood  guilt,  O  God,  the  God  of  my
salvation,  and  my  tongue  shall  extol  Thy  justice.  Don’t  let  me  die
here...not  like  this...to  your  Son  I  pray;  save  me,  sweet  Jesus  -   only
through life  may  I  exalt  you further,  teach  by  your  example,  and live
according to your laws.  
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Your humble servant am I,  and never  your will  denied,  nor your laws
disobeyed. In thy power it lieth me to save. Why do you see fit to torture
me so? 

FALLING TO THE FLOOR

If you will not have me set free, then take me now, swiftly, and put an end
to the pain. Please.... 
ALREADY DIM LIGHTS FLICKER,  GIVING IMPRESSION OF
LIFE SLIPPING AWAY

Blackness...it envelopes me. If this be the end arranged for me, I humbly
accept it,  and forgive all  who have injured me, and ask pardon for all
whom I have injured. I believe you are a loving and merciful God, whose
power and glory is infinite.  In Manus Tuas commendo spiritum meum.
Into they hands, Lord, my soul I commend – receive it that I might always
be with you. 

LIGHTS FLICKER,  THEN DIM FURTHER UNTIL THEY GO
OUT COMPLETELY – AFTER 10 SECONDS LIGHTS BACK UP
TO REVEAL WALLERSTEIN ELSEWHERE ON THE FLOOR.
HE RISES TO HIS KNEES

The smell. The pain. Thou hast seen fit to keep me here in this mortal
coil;  there must be a reason. I trust in thy wisdom and humbly accept
whatsoever you have decided. But if it be your will, my lord, that I should
die in this cell, let it not be for something I did not do – I want not to
renounce  thee,  ever,  but....why  do  you  not  deliver  me  not  from  this
injustice? Have I not always loved thee, have I not always been faithful?
Satan places doubts in my weary mind. Give me strength to believe in you,
oh Lord, for I am weak, and know not how much longer I can withstand
this punishment. My body cries out for relief, and the temptation to tell
them what they would have me say is nearly unbearable, though it be not
true. 
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My fits – I have always accepted these as my fate. Though they have left
me  ostracized,  in  my  heart  I  have  always  known  that  you  have  not
abandoned  me.  You  know,  Lord,  through  my  prayers,  through  our
conversations, that I have always borne these with strength, have always
accepted them as your will, as moments when you took hold my soul. I
can not believe that it was Satan. I have always been steadfast...I know not
why he would choose me...  
Forgive me Lord, I beg of you, if I brought harm to one of your children,
for I have no memory of it, and do not believe in my heart that I am
capable of such an atrocity. Yes I have otherwise sinned, but I have sought
forgiveness - I have always kept the faith and tried my best to live by
Christ  Jesus’  example.  I  am  weak,  my  Lord,  and  if  in  a  moment  of
weakness Satan took hold my soul than I beseech thee - help me wrest it
back from his clutches. Howsoever you see fit I humbly accept, but look
into my heart and you shall see that never have I meant to hurt another. I
recall not having harmed the poor creature, and have but once made her
acquaintance...and yet hath I truly violated her, I beg thy forgiveness, and
hers, and pray you heal her, and protect all others from this evil that hath
so  insidiously  stolen  my  soul  and  worked  my  body  without  my
knowledge. 
 
Miserére mei, Deus, secúndum magnam misericórdiam tuam; Have mercy
on  me,  O God,  according  to  Thy  great  mercy,  and  according  to  the
multitude of Thy tender mercies blot out my iniquity. Wash me from my
iniquity; and cleanse me of my sin. Let not my heart incline to the evil of
engaging in deeds of wickedness. 

I  lie  trapped  in  a  desperate  situation,  compelled  to  take  desperate
measures...Oh Jesus Christ, my Lord and redeemer, forgive me for what I
am about to do; I can take no more.

TURNING AND WEAKLY SHOUTING TO OFFSTAGE 
PRESENSE. 
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Jailer! Jailer, hear me!  The time has come...tell your masters...prepared am
I...to make my confession. 

LIGHTS GO DOWN – END ACT TWO, SCENE ONE

ACT TWO, SCENE 2

SCENE  OPENS  TO  REVEAL  BROTHER  MARMAL  IN  HIS
STUDIO  MIXING  POTIONS.  A  KNOCK  ON  THE  DOOR
STAGE RIGHT. LLEWELLYN IS LET IN. 

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

Thou art tardy – ‘tis an unbecoming trait.

LLEWELLYN

It pains me to walk.

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

Sit then, and tell.

LLEWELLYN

I would stand. 
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BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

...Suit thyself. 

LLEWELLYN

I have returned as instructed...  (NO RESPONSE FROM BROTHER
MARMAL) ...We need talk, Erwin.

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

I am loathe to converse further, but for you...I shall...

LLEWELLYN

That smell...are you concocting more of the noxious potion I took?

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

I am.

LLEWELLYN

What is it made of?

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL
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One drachma each of cardamom seeds, wallflower, myrrh and wormwood.
Never have I known it to fail.

LLEWELLYN

You have found yourself in need of it previously?

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

...In the course of my studies, yes...

LLEWELLYN

Hmmm...

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

 ...’Tis known to be most reliable. 

LLEWELLYN

Such studies are a sin unto God our Father.

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL
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You are not the first to assert as much, but that is not for us to argue at
this time. Did you insert into yourself the mixture precisely as I bade?

LLEWELLYN

Aye, and drank of the pennyroyal wine most foul.

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

Well done, child. And now we need only wait.

LLEWELLYN

On the contrary – ‘tis nearly a week that I have bled, and most assuredly
the fetus has been expelled. The deed is done, Erwin - what we told the
Inquisitors has come to pass; I am no longer with child. 

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

‘Tis  true?  Splendid!  (AFTER REALIZING  THAT HE ALONE IS
ENTHUSIASTIC) Why do you look so despondent?  Verily  have we
cause for celebration! 

LLEWELLYN BEGINS SOBBING

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL
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Again with the tears? Thou art incorrigible! Our lives have been reclaimed!
God has shined his mercy on us. Can you not appreciate good fortune?
Life is renewed for us all!

LLEWELLYN

How can you say that? What of Wallerstein?

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

Ah, him...he is damned to hell; ‘tis God’s will, and we are helpless to alter
that. 

LLEWELLYN

Christ our Lord has proffered upon us all mercy unlimited, and yet you
who act in His name know not the slightest degree of empathy! 

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

(PAUSING  FOR  A  MOMENT)  You  speak  the  truth.  (WAVING
HER OFF AND TURNING HIS BACK TO HER ) Be gone with you
now. 

SHE  STANDS  DUMBFOUNDED,  UNCERTAIN  THAT  SHE
HEARD  CORRECTLY.  AFTER  SEVERAL  MOMENTS
BROTHER  MARMAL  TURNS  AROUND,  NOTICING  THAT
SHE HAS NOT YET LEFT. 
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Do not compel me to exercise force. Leave my sight. 

LLEWELLYN

But...

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

Have I not made myself clear?

LLEWELLYN

...and what is to become of us?

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

(WITH A SARDONIC SNORT)  Us? We are through. The wiser for
our ways, but...through.

LLEWELLYN

(PROCESSING THE INFO FOR A MOMENT OR TWO) ...And
the money you promised me? 
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BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

Money! There be no money. 

LLEWELLYN

But I did as you directed! The child has been terminated!

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

You should be thanking me, you ungrateful wench! I have saved thee from
ruin; someday you’ll see that.

LLEWELLYN

‘Twas not what I wanted!

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

‘Twas what you needed! 

LLEWELLYN

(AFTER MOMENTS OF SILENCE SHE SPEAKS ALOUD, BUT
TO HERSELF) A child lost, an innocent man implicated...what have I
done?! 
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BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

You  have  protected  your  family  from  shame,  avoided  complete
destitution for yourself, and prevented an innocent child from suffering a
long and arduous life of misery and pain. Wallerstein suffers for the sin of
his father; ‘tis his destiny. If thou art inclined to feel sorry for him ‘tis
your prerogative. I chose not to squander my time.

LLEWELLYN

My head spins! I know not how to respond! The precious life of a child 
had been ripped away before he even was born, and an innocent man has 
been cast away to prison, facing torture and certain death for a crime he 
has not committed! 

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

Damn it all – ‘twas so ordained!

LLEWELLYN

...And I was an accomplice!

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

Seek thee forgiveness for thy sins and shortcomings from God almighty; 
bemoan them not to me.

LLEWELLYN

I...I stand before you sore, and sick, and unable work in the fields...
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BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

Thou shalt regain thy strength over time. 

LLEWELLYN

You have no remorse, no empathy, no concern whatsoever. 

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

Equanimity like mine comes with age, and you shall know as much in due 
time...perhaps...

LLEWELLYN

(AGAIN TO HERSELF OUTLOUD) My family is starving...I...I... 

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

Again with the money? Shame be on you; only a beggar seeks handouts. 

LLEWELLYN

Charity and empathy thou hast clean forgotten!

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

If you seek to earn money than get thee healthy; should you regain thy
former comeliness ‘tis possible that I would take you as my concubine. 
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LLEWELLYN

What? You would now have me prostitute myself?  

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

‘Tis not unheard of. Requires little skill...‘Til then, leave my sight. 

LLEWELLYN

Your mind thinks on fleshly lusts and treasure alone!

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

Appropriate pursuits for a man; we are of this world, after all... 

LLEWELLYN

Full  little  do you think on God’s true intent!  You live  without dread,
relishing your prosperity and thinking not of the commandments. Thou
art so steeped in sin, that they recognize not goodness and righteousness.
You have forsaken thy God! 

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

Tell me then, why has he chosen to bless me so? 

LLEWELLYN
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You think sin in the beginning is full sweet and the gratification of your
lust is all that results, but you shall come to learn that the final truth is
just the opposite; you shall be helpless to return upon the path of thy
choosing, and your soul did you sacrifice for the immediate and passing
pleasure of the body. 

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

Indeed?

LLEWELLYN

Thus is the destiny of men who liveth after their own pleasure and wicked
tempests. They are lower than beasts of burden, for the inferior order of
animals have not the free will to make a choice; nay, such a blessing was
bestowed only upon man, as a gift from God, and you took that gift and
corrupted it, ignored the source, and acted selfishly. The temptation to
waste this precious gift was devised by the devil himself, and the weakness
you exhibited can be lain upon your shoulders - yours alone. 

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

Lecture me not, wench; I am the one who has taken the priest’s orders,
remember?

MARMAL BUSIES HIMSELF WITH POTIONS. AFTER A FEW
MOMENTS HE SPEAKS

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

Art thou still here? I wish not to ask again – be gone.
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LLEWELLYN

The child has been terminated and can not be brought back, but there
remains hope for the man; something must be done to gain Wallerstein’s
freedom.  

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

He in no wise may escape. A sure reckoning shall be given, without delay
or tarry.

LLEWELLYN

But should we come to his aid, ‘tis possible that...

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

No. The sinner must pay; no more will I hear of it!

LLEWELLYN

Never have I met such an evil man. You live completely outside of God’s
laws!

MARMAL SLAPS WOMAN HARD ACROSS THE FACE

LLEWELLYN

Hold thy tongue woman, or I shall have it removed! And I have told you
already; be gone! (FORCEFULLY ESCORTING HER OUT OF THE
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DOOR)  Run  thee  home,  and  pray  thy  God  for  forgiveness.
(SLAMMING THE DOOR) Perhaps he shall see fit to forgive thee thy
insolence...

MAN RETURNS TO HIS POTIONS AS LIGHTS GO DOWN

END ACT TWO, SCENE 2

ACT TWO, SCENE 3

SCENE OPENS IN “COURT-ROOM” WITH “COURT BAILIFF”,
THE  TWO  INQUISITORS,  AND  BROTHER  MARMAL  -
LLEWELLYN  AND  SOME  TOWNSFOLK  SIT  IN
OBSERVATION.  INQUISITORS  GREET  EVERYONE  AS
FOLLOWS:

JEREMY SPRENGER

Laudetur Christus. Praise be to Christ

AUDIENCE

In aeternum.

JEREMY SPRENGER

In the name of the Lord, Amen. 

NODS TO BAILIFF, WHO READS FROM A SCROLL

BAILIFF

Here begin the proceedings in a matter of faith against an accused heretic,
known to our good town as Jerome Wallerstein.  It  has  pleased divine
Providence that this sinner be taken and apprehended by Holy Inquisitors
within  the  boundaries  and limits  of  our  diocese  and jurisdiction.  The
reputation of this man has now begun to spread into many parts: how,
wholly forgetful  of his humble station in life as a carpenter he did go
forth and, contrary to the Catholic faith and the articles of our belief,
neglected to pay heed to the devil’s  traps and wiles,  eventually  joining
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league with Satan, wearing his wolf belt and dispassionately violating at
least one good woman. 

This last act having come to the knowledge of our esteemed Chaplain,
brother Erwin Malmar,  acting Vicar-General  of the Lord Inquisitor of
Heretical  Error,  he  immediately  summoned  the  illustrious  Inquisitors
Heinrich Kramer and James Sprenger, who at this time hold the man in
their power and authority, in the name of the Vicar-General and under
penalty of law, to surrender and dispatch to us as ordinary judge, the man
suspected of being a werewolf.

Communication  with  the  Devil  shall  lead  to  the  spreading  of  his  evil
words and the corruption of all that the Lord hath made good, unless and
until  the  knife  of  the  Inquisitor  cuts  it  away.  (TO INQUISITORS)
Hence, we the fortunate chosen of the blessed tribunal have granted you
complete  authority  in  this  town  and  diocese  against  all  suspected  of
heresy,  witchcraft  or  devil  worship,  their  accomplices,  protectors  and
concealers,  to  investigate,  cite,  summon,  excommunicate,  apprehend,
detain, correct and proceed against them by all opportune means, up to
and including the final sentence, with absolution and the pronouncement
of  salutary  penances,  and to perform and exercise  in  general  each and
every duty pertaining to the office of inquisitor by law, custom or special
privilege. We are indebted to thee for thy efforts.

WALLERSTEIN IS DRAGGED IN FROM OFFSTAGE BY 
HENCHMEN

HEINRICH KRAMER

Before proffering any further charge against this sinner we held it wise to
consult,  with  prolonged  and  mature  deliberation,  the  opinion  of
experienced authorities in canon and civil  law. We shall withhold final
judgment  until  we  have  satisfied  the  people  of  this  town  who  have
gathered here to witness the act of absolution. 

JEROME WALLERSTEIN

Please...
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HEINRICH KRAMER

(TURNING TO WALLERSTEIN) Thou shalt have an opportunity to
speak of thy sinful ways in due course. 

JEROME WALLERSTEIN

My body suffers from ill treatment at the hands of the guards.  It pains
me to speak.

HEINRICH KRAMER

The pain you are suffering in the here and now is but a prelude to what
thou shalt experience shouldst thy pride prevent thee from repenting thy
sins. There be no punishment by our hands that approximates the torture
of hell. 

JEREMY SPRENGER

(TO THE AUDIENCE) Esteemed Brother Kramer speaks the truth, but
there is another consideration – the pain the sinner suffers is but small
ransom paid in exchange for his soul’s salvation. 

(TO  WALLERSTEIN)  Forgiveness  and  salvation  can  be  thine,
degenerate sinner,  if  you cast off satanic influence,  admit of thy errant
ways, and repent sincerely thy sins. Now then...dost thou swear to speak
the truth upon those things which are asked of you, concerning the faith,
which you know?

JEROME WALLERSTEIN

Concerning all that I have ever done and ever known, and upon all that
which I hold dear, I do so solemnly swear.

JEREMY SPRENGER
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State thy name and baptismal state.

JEROME WALLERSTEIN

Of the Wallersteins,  the name bestowed upon me is  Jerome,  after  our
Saint who prepared the Vulgate. I was baptized in accordance with our
faith, in the church of St. Mattheus, in Landau, but have made my home
here for many years. 

JEREMY SPRENGER

And by what craft do you earn thy sustenance?

JEROME WALLERSTEIN

I am a Board-hewer, and hath made the forests my workshop. 

JEREMY SPRENGER

Do you practice deeds pleasing to our Lord?

JEROME WALLERSTEIN
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I give of my time selflessly, and labor in the service of others, consistent
with the example set by Jesus Christ our Lord and Savior. Labored have I
on many of the homes here; ask the townspeople, for they can vouchsafe
my diligence and honesty. Never, until this accusation, has my character
been questioned.

HEINRICH KRAMER

Once corrupted by Satan your character is no longer thine own! Thou
hath escaped detection ‘till  now – in no ways should that be confused
with innocence. 

JEREMY SPRENGER

Dost thou confess thy sins each year? 

JEROME WALLERSTEIN

I have done so more often than that, as introspection compelled.

JEREMY SPRENGER

And dost thou receive the sacrament of the Eucharist at Eastertime?

JEROME WALLERSTEIN

Faithfully have I received the sacrament of the Eucharist.
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JEREMY SPRENGER

And didst thou receive confirmation, in accordance to the principals and
practices of the Holy Roman Church? 

JEROME WALLERSTEIN

I did. 

JEREMY SPRENGER

And have you created offspring, in the image of the Lord, as the Bible
bade you?

JEROME WALLERSTEIN

My wife and I have not been so blessed. 

HEINRICH KRAMER

The record has been established! And now, sinner, to the point –tell us
how Satan came to recruit thee, so that we may be on our guard against
such tricks.

JEROME WALLERSTEIN

I...I know not...
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HEINRICH KRAMER

What form did the evil one take upon introducing himself to you? 

JEROME WALLERSTEIN

I have not been introduced...

HEINRICH KRAMER

Be it the wolf form, as you came to inhabit?...Or was it as a bat, or the
snake...or the more insidious form of a woman temptress? 

JEROME WALLERSTEIN

The devil has not made himself known to me by any of these means. 

HEINRICH KRAMER

(TO THE AUDIENCE) Hear thee that? We are left to conclude that
the devil hath shown himself in the form of a  man, and at long last the
sinner admits complicity!  Let it  be noted. God doth work his miracles
daily,  and  through  our  good  efforts  here  demonstrates  his  mercy  and
preparedness to accept a sinner into Heaven...after due retribution...But
the testimony is far from complete. 

(BACK TO WALLERSTEIN) Tell us all, sinner, how came thee to be
in the field, to rape the woman?

JEROME WALLERSTEIN
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I...I recall not having raped that woman... 

HEINRICH KRAMER

And how many other women dost thou not recall raping?

JEROME WALLERSTEIN

...I know not how to answer...

JEREMY SPRENGER

Retreat  not  back  to  thy  sinful  ways  –  a  breakthrough  had  you  just
moments ago; embrace the Lord and speak the truth.

JEROME WALLERSTEIN

Yes...I wish only to speak the whole truth...

HEINRICH KRAMER

We understand that regularly you have relations with chattel...

JEROME WALLERSTEIN

The charge is absurd!
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HEINRICH KRAMER

There be witnesses who have testified in confidence. 

JEROME WALLERSTEIN

They lie!

HEINRICH KRAMER

You lie! Thou art a sinner on trial for deviltry; you would have us believe
you before them? 

JEROME WALLERSTEIN

I would – never have I...

HEINRICH KRAMER

Thou hath also been seen fornicating with another wolf. Deny thee that as
well?

JEROME WALLERSTEIN

I have been intimate only with my beloved wife...
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HEINRICH KRAMER

Thou art a liar! 

HENCHMAN BREAKS WALLERSTEIN’S  FINGERS AND THE
MAN SCREAMS IN PAIN 

HEINRICH KRAMER

The church has come to know of you sinful relations with thine own 
mother!

JEROME WALLERSTEIN

My mother  died  before  I  reached  my  majority!   I  know not  how to
respond to these fictions...

JEREMY SPRENGER

Thou doth live in sin, devil! How do you plead? 

JEROME WALLERSTEIN

These charges are false! Never have I...
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HEINRICH KRAMER

Who be the other devils with whom you associate? 

JEROME WALLERSTEIN

I know no other devils...

HEINRICH KRAMER

So, thou art claiming to be the devil alone?

JEROME WALLERSTEIN

I claim no such thing...my words...I grow confused...I

JEREMY SPRENGER

The devil never works alone – who else be thy associates, when in human
form?

JEROME WALLERSTEIN

I...I am weak...
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WALLERSTEIN’S  HEAD DROOPS,  ONLY TO BE ROUGHLY
LIFTED UP BY THE HAIR BY A HENCHMAN

HEINRICH KRAMER

Grant me thy full attention, sinner, and pay reverence to our Father in
Heaven!

JEREMY SPRENGER

Give him water that he may continue. 

HENCHMAN GIVES WATER WITH LADLE OUT OF A 
BUCKET

JEREMY SPRENGER

Speak thee of thy seizures. How long hath thou been victim to these?

JEROME WALLERSTEIN

For some years now; I recall not precisely. 

JEREMY SPRENGER

‘Tis  not  good  to  be  forgetful  of  what  is  fundamental;  ‘tis  these  very
moments, during these fits, when the devil possesses thy body and plies
thy will, turning thee from God Almighty. ‘Tis during these fits that thou
doth  exercise  a  transgression  so  exceedingly  sinful  that  God  need  be
swayed by our pleas for thy soul to be granted salvation...
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HEINRICH KRAMER

After just punishment be meted out in accordance with church canon...

JEREMY SPRENGER

... in veneratio of palma , quod vox of Deus Omnipotens - in honor of the
glory, and power, of God Almighty. 

TO THE AUDIENCE 

JEREMY SPRENGER

Knowest any of thee, about the sinner’s fits?

AUDIENCE MEMBER 1 

I do. May I speak, Holy Inquisitor?

JEREMY SPRENGER

If you have something to add, thy may speaketh.

AUDIENCE MEMBER 1

I have directly observed the sinner’s fits, and can tell of the time of their
origins.
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JEREMY SPRENGER

Proceed, good sir, and bear witness before God and man.

AUDIENCE MEMBER 1

I  have  witnessed  them many  times.  The  sinner  doth  shake  –  Brother
Marmal  once called  it  convulsing  -  and disfigured  grows his  face  and
body.

(MOTIONING TO THE WHOLE AUDIENCE) And by observation
of him we have all seen firsthand how the devil’s mere presence makes the
body sick, so evil be Satan’s essence. 

JEREMY SPRENGER

Precisely when did the sinner broker with the devil?

AUDIENCE MEMBER 1

This I know not, but...

JEREMY SPRENGER

You know not?  You know  not?!  Nothing  else  be  of  interest  in  these
proceedings! Shouldst thou have no direct testimony pertaining to when
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and how the sinner did broker his deal with the prince of evil thou may be
seated! 

FIRST  WITNESS  LOOKS  DOWN  AFTER  HAVING  BEEN
SHAMED AND EMBARRASED BY THE INQUISITOR, SLOWLY
TAKING HIS SEAT. ANOTHER MAN SPEAKS

AUDIENCE MEMBER 2

Wallerstein did not suffer these seizures until hit in the face and head.

JEREMY SPRENGER

State thy name, plebeian.

AUDIENCE MEMBER 2

Einfach, of this good town. 

JEREMY SPRENGER

(CHUCKLING  SLIGHTLY)  Einfach.  (TO HEINRICH  KRAMER
IN ITALIAN) Il  nome  traduce  per  significare  ‘semplice'.  “The  name
translates to mean ‘simple’”. 

THE TWO EXCHANGE A SMILE. THE AUDIENCE LOOKS TO
ONE ANOTHER, NOT UNDERSTANDING THE LANGUAGE
BUT  SENSING  IT  IS  DEROGATORY  BASED  ON  THE
INQUISITORS’ INTERACTION 

HEINRICH KRAMER

Present thy testimony, Einfach.
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AUDIENCE MEMBER 2

‘Twas a  barstool  thrown at  another  man;  I  saw it  myself.  Two long-
standing adversaries faced off at our Kneipe. They ordered litres of altbier
– I remember because ‘twas what I drank too. They began to quaff their
ale,  then circled  each other  in  a  manner  that  reminded me of...well,  a
duel...or,  more  like  two  feral  dogs.  They  both  seemed  intent  on
challenging the other’s masculinity, as we simple Germans are wont to do,
I suppose; I’m sure it be no different in your province, Holy Inquisitors,
and you know the type of commoner I speak of. 'Tis not unfamiliar here,
truth be told. 

(EARNESTLY) Nary a day goes by without moments where a conflict
nearly erupts like...like an over-active volcano...or...a brush fire in a too dry
forest! Yes, like that. Usually tempers are calmed and the lingering ill-will
dissolved piecemeal by our good publican; fast to douse the embers, he is.
Other times it goes out on its own as the adversaries take control of their
emotions. But some men aren’t built like that...

So, after drinking, ’tis when the real trouble began. From across the floor
words were exchanged; I know only that there be talk of a fence. On both
sides uncouth friends urged them on the whole time. A woman entered
and almost immediately the ruffians quarreled over her, accusations and
threats intensifying with each passing moment. Suddenly fists flew and
like a thunderstorm on a mountain, shouts went up from all corners of the
public house. Men threw their stein...’twas quite the spectacle. Like fire set
to dry tinder, it flamed much too fast for our good publican to put down.

HEINRICH KRAMER

Thou hath painted an adequate picture of your...quaint...townsmen, but I
remind  thee  that  this  is  a  serious  proceeding,  of  the  most  dire
consequences,  and  all  matters  not  directly  relating  to  the  sinner’s
corruption need be eliminated. Understand?
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AUDIENCE MEMBER 2

I do understand, Holy Inquisitor.

JEREMY SPRENGER

A man’s mortal soul hangs in the balance!

AUDIENCE MEMBER 2

(DOING THE SIGN OF THE CROSS SEVERAL TIMES) Yes. Of
course. Of course; I pray thee forgiveness, and...and the forgiveness of our
Lord Jesus Christ. 

HEINRICH KRAMER

Granted. (AS MAN CONTINUES TO CROSS HIMSELF) Proceed 
then, directly! 

AUDIENCE MEMBER 2

Absolutely. Directly. Wallerstein was hit by a stool – two men were taken
out in a single blow, so hard was it swung. Had I been two paces closer I
too  would  have  fallen  victim,  and  might  not  be  here  today  to  give
testimony.

He lost a lot of blood through his nose, about a pot I’d say - enough to
saturate his clothes and form a red puddle on the floor, anyway; ‘twas
quite considerable, and led to more than one person slipping. The wench
who  cleaned  the  soiled  floor  shall  vouchsafe  that!  Wallerstein  lay
unconscious for only a short while – perhaps two or three minutes – but
for many days afterward he was in a stupid state – a “stupor, I would say,
though I am not an educated man, and want not to misuse words in an
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effort to appear more sophisticated than is appropriate for my humble
station in life.

HEINRICH KRAMER

Speak thee to Wallerstein’s brokering with the Devil. 

AUDIENCE MEMBER 2

(CROSSING HIMSELF) Yes, how the devil and Wallerstein came to
their  brokering.  He had a  hard time getting  to his  feet,  and when he
walked  he  stumbled  and said  that  he  felt  very  dizzy.  Two stout  men
carried him home, as all good Christians would; they laid him on his bed.

JEREMY SPRENGER

Agreed; a Christian deed worth commending.

AUDIENCE MEMBER 2

‘Tis sort of like what good Simon did with our Lord, when one thinks on
it...but of course Wallerstein be a sinner! Of course, and so it not be at all
like that. Christ our Lord and Savior is, is our Lord and Savior, and as
such, of course...

JEREMY SPRENGER

This is the last you shall be warned; proceed directly with thy testimony. 

AUDIENCE MEMBER 2
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Absolutely.  I’ll  proceed  directly...with  the  brokering...with  the
testimony ...about brokering...Well, for a good fortnight we would visit
and, though he seemed to recognize us, we did shake him lest he would
not focus, nor answer our questions. He would arouse from his stupor,
answer us somewhat unintelligibly for the most part, almost as if he be
drunk, then lapse back into an almost som-nam-bu-lis-tic state, meaning
like  he  was  sleepy,  or  just  waking  up...but  you  knew  that.  And  then
afterwards – I’d say ‘twas nigh on a month – he began having his fits. 

I would only add that despite what you may have heard, we committed no
thievery. 

JEREMY SPRENGER

Should we have reason to suspect?

AUDIENCE MEMBER 2

No!  That  is  to  say,  though  his  belongings  lay  unprotected,  we  took
nothing; of this I swear. 

JEREMY SPRENGER

I see. Finish thy testimony.

AUDIENCE MEMBER 2

I am in possession of no bronze goblets, and know not of their 
whereabouts! 

JEREMY SPRENGER

The testimony relating to the heretic!

AUDIENCE MEMBER 2
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Yes, and his... his heretical ways. 

JEREMY SPRENGER

What dist thou with the sinner, after delivering him to his home?

AUDIENCE MEMBER 2

We naturally gave him unto his wife that she might see him through his
convalescence.

JEREMY SPRENGER

(AFTER  STARING  AT  THE  MAN  IN  SILENCE  FOR  A
MOMENT) Is  that  the  entirety of  thy  testimony?  Have  you nothing
more to add?

HEINRICH KRAMER

Witnessed thee the wolf belt in the wicked house of sin?

AUDIENCE MEMBER 2

Wolfbelt?...No...no...but his  wife  kept the house in order,  as any good
wife would, so...

HEINRICH KRAMER

Dist thou witness the devil himself at any time?

AUDIENCE MEMBER 2

In a manner of speaking, yes. I have seen Wallerstein – the heretic sinner
– when he be shaken most violently by the devil.
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JEREMY SPRENGER

Sit thee down! 

TO THE AUDIENCE 

JEREMY SPRENGER

Will anyone else come forward to speak of this wretched sinner and his
brokering with the devil?
AFTER SEVERAL MOMENTS 

JEREMY SPRENGER

Proceed with your inquisition, Brother Kramer.

HEINRICH KRAMER

Art thou prepared to confess thy sins?

JEROME WALLERSTEIN

I am - I do – I confess my sins. I have always confessed my sins...

HEINRICH KRAMER

What be thy sins for which thou art confessing today?

JEROME WALLERSTEIN

Today?..I know not – I...my sins be...what...whatever you have said...I...

HEINRICH KRAMER
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(TO THE BAILIFF) The confession is noted.  The sinner has this day
and hour confessed...but we need learn of the pervasiveness of deviltry.
(TO AUDIENCE) Thou art  God’s  sheep,  and we are  thy shepherds,
charged with the safekeeping of thy souls; ‘tis for this reason that we must
come to understand precisely  how Satan spreads  his  evil  in  this  God-
forsaken community, and put an end to it. 

MOTIONING  TO  BAILIFF,  WHO  JERKS  WALLERSTEIN’S
HEAD UP AGAIN BY THE HAIR AND THROWS WATER IN
HIS FACE

HEINRICH KRAMER

Thou hast confessed thy involvement with Satan; ‘tis good, and you may
now go to thy death with a conscience unencumbered, prepared to face
thy Lord and God. Before thou art commended into his hands, tell  us
about the fallen angel, thy wicked sovereign. How comes he to you?

JEROME WALLERSTEIN

My sovereign?...he comes to me as if in a dream. My eyes relax and lose
focus, blurring...my jaws relax and my mouth opens...and it can’t be shut. 

HEINRICH KRAMER

Have thee agreements with the devil about when he shall visit you?

JEROME WALLERSTEIN

No arrangements hath I made with the devil...

HEINRICH KRAMER

Speak on thy seizures. 
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JEROME WALLERSTEIN

I recall very little of them.

HEINRICH KRAMER

During your seizures, he visits; this we know. But have you an agreement
as to where he shall visit you?

JEROME WALLERSTEIN

I  receive  an  aura  shortly  before  the  fits  strike  and  take  hold.  I  also
experience a very unpleasant odor. 

JEREMY SPRENGER

And during these most unholy episodes you...

JEROME WALLERSTEIN

I think they not unholy.

JEREMY SPRENGER

Let the record reflect this (AFTER BAILIFF NODS) So noted. 
Continue. 

JEROME WALLERSTEIN

Indeed, I truly believe that shaken am I by the force of God’s hand...

JEREMY SPRENGER
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The hand of God Almighty?

JEROME WALLERSTEIN

Reaching down... to help me...to resist evil. 

HEINRICH KRAMER

And hear you voices?

JEREMY SPRENGER
No voices. No thoughts, no emotions. These fits bring nothing. Nothing
whatsoever. My mind remains as a blank slate. 

HEINRICH KRAMER

Sinner! 

SMASHES HIM ACROSS THE FACE WITH THE MALLEUS 
MALEFARUM 

HEINRICH KRAMER

You ask us all to believe these seizures have nothing to do with Satan?
That they be holy visitations from the Lord our God? Logic defeats such
twisted lies. (TO THE AUDIENCE) Do not allow the wicked lies to
mislead  you!  I  ask  thee  to  use  the  rational  thought  that  God  hath
bestowed upon us all  and immediately thou shalt know the truth. The
sinner’s lies are very clever, very clever indeed, and well hidden, as are all
of Satan’s subterfuges...but  they become crystal  clear  when the light of
God’s  wisdom is  shone  upon  them.  Upon  close  inspection,  the  only
conclusions  one  can  draw is  that  this  man’s  soul...is  possessed  by  the
Devil. Allow me...
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Dost thou find thyself suffering such episodes? Of course not! And thee?
And  thee?  (EVERYONE  SHAKES  THEIR  HEADS  NO
VIGOROUSLY) I should hope not! And how many other people doth
thou know who suffer from unholy fits? There be  none. So then, if ‘tis
only him, and we are all God’s children and equal in his eyes, why doth
only he have these fits? Hmmm? Why have we been spared? Are we not all
flesh and blood? Have we not all been born of human parents? ‘Tis plain,
and easy to understand – we are all good people, people who live in fear
of our God, and give him his rightful due, but he...he be different. We
know already how he is different, but why is he different? Why?

Because the devil has captured his soul – we need look no further than the
seizures  from which he suffers.  Further,  by his  own admission,  during
these evil episodes he hath no thought whatsoever of God – ponder this
for a moment. When faced with a frightening situation – say, when the
roof above thy head collapses from nature’s forces, or when a child be
caught in the flow of a rising river – whose thoughts do not naturally turn
to  the  Lord  at  that  time,  seeking  his  protection  and  praying  for  his
intervention? Yet this wretched sinner hath admitted to us all that not
once sought he God’s blessing or help during these fits; not once asked he
for intervention while convulsing.  From his own mouth we have heard
that his mind is like a blank slate. Be that not reflective of a soul whose
corruption is complete? Content is he to be transported wheresoever the
evil  spirit  carries  him. You see? When we apply empirical  logic to his
fanciful  tale  we  must  always  come  to  the  same  conclusion.  He  be
possessed by Satan, this Wallerstein, and the life force to which this evil
leech clings must be exterminated else it continue to live and reap its evil
ways on others. 

JEREMY SPRENGER

Brother Kramer applies the lord’s wisdom well, for which we thank him.
Satan doth not work alone; from experience we have come to know that
only through numbers can his power increase, and that he actively recruits
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so  as  to  multiply  his  influence.  Daily  his  dominion  grows  through
inscription, both willing and unknowing. 

TO THE BAILIFF

JEREMY SPRENGER

Bailiff - wipe the sinner’s face, then burn the rag along with the body. 

WALLERSTEIN NOW RECOVERS SOMEWHAT FROM BEING
HIT IN THE FACE

JEREMY SPRENGER

Tell  us,  who else  in  this  town be thee in  league with?  Who art  thou
protecting?

JEROME WALLERSTEIN

I know of no one in this town who be in league with the devil.

HEINRICH KRAMER

Liar! 

BEGINS TO HIT HIM WITH THE BOOK, BUT JS INTERVENES
FOR FEAR THAT IF WALLERSTEIN IS HIT ONCE MORE HE
SHALL NOT BE ABLE TO PROVIDE FURTHER TESTIMONY

JEREMY SPRENGER

Whom else hast thou recruited for thy false master?

JEROME WALLERSTEIN
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No one. I have never recruited a man for Satan.

JEREMY SPRENGER

What instruction has the devil given thee,  then? Always must there be
something exchanged; ‘tis the nature of all brokered agreements. 

JEROME WALLERSTEIN

Good Inquisitor – Holy Delegate of our God Almighty in Heaven, please
– again, I beseech thee on all that is sacred I...

HEINRICH KRAMER

Thou canst not recant thy confession! “Thy confession was heard before
both God & man; the Lord Jesus Christ shall be thy judge!

JEROME WALLERSTEIN

I be not an evil man – I have devoted my life to living as a good Christian.
Read  my  missives  to  my  wife  and  friends  –  thou  shalt  witness  their
complete  devotion to God.  Always  have  I  spoken on issues  consistent
with the church’s teachings.

HEINRICH KRAMER
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Who taught thee thy incantations?

JEROME WALLERSTEIN

I know not incantations. Incantations be the devil’s work... 

WALLERSTEIN  LOOKS  UP,  AT  FIRST  A  GLINT,  THEN
SLOWLY EMERGING INSPIRATION

HEINRICH KRAMER

Speak thee, unholy reprobate!

JEROME WALLERSTEIN

Incantations! Incantations be the devil’s work...and art cast only by unholy
Satan, or his protégé’...

And...and ‘tis for this reason that...that I now give forth my confession,
and tell thee what you have helped me to unburden myself with. The devil
hath tried, repeatedly, to take my soul, and it be done through the evil
incantations, as you did note, and by a spell most insidious that was cast. 

HEINRICH KRAMER

Tell us of the devil’s spells.

JEROME WALLERSTEIN
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I  know not their  entirety,  but he may speak on behalf  of himself...for
Satan is among us!

AUDIENCE GROW WORRIED, LOOK ABOUT, MUTTER 
WITH EACH OTHER

JEREMY SPRENGER

Satan has been brought here? How so?

JEROME WALLERSTEIN

He hath disguised himself.  He professes  to be a man of  peace,  feigns
goodness and holiness, the better to disguise his evil intent... 

JEREMY SPRENGER

To whom do you refer?

JEROME WALLERSTEIN

(POINTING TO BROTHER MARMAL) ‘Tis him! Brother Marmal!
He makes potions, and casts spells, and speaks evil incantations! He took
control of my soul and made me do his bidding. 
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BROTHER MARMAL PROTESTS MIGHTILY

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

Ridiculous! I hath taken the priests’ orders! My potions...I use only 
potions that heal...

HEINRICH KRAMER

Silence, Brother Marmal!

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

Why doth thou allow the sinner to utter such blasphemies? He ought 
have his tongue ripped from his wicked mouth!

JEREMY SPRENGER

Why doth thou react so strongly? 

HEINRICH KRAMER

I bade thee silence, Brother Marmal! The sinner shall speak his peace – his
fate hath already been sealed. 

JEROME WALLERSTEIN
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He  captured  my  soul  using  his  devil’s  potion;  he  drugged  me  and
manipulated my body! 

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

Thou art mad! He hath lost his wits! 

JEROME WALLERSTEIN

Many here have witnessed his unholy incantations! Ask thee the 
townsfolk! 

JERERMY SPRENGER & HEINRICH KRAMER

(TO EACH OTHER)  We noted  as  much  when  he  referred  to  the
potion he supplied the girl! Opium and Mercury, remember?

JEROME WALLERSTEIN

The incantations were taught him by his master, Abbot Trithermius, who
has also joined league with the devil. 

JEREMY SPRENGER & HEINRICH KRAMER

(TO EACH OTHER) There be no disputing it! Trithermius was indeed
a warlock; Rome had set out to actively excommunicate him at the time of
his death!
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JEROME WALLERSTEIN

As...as my body raped the poor girl I told her that I resisted his evil magic
with all my might, but to no avail; I told her that I be controlled, pleaded
with  her  to help  me stop.  I  begged her  forgiveness!  I  simply  did  not
possess the strength to ward off his wicked spell. Beware! Brother Marmal
is a most powerful warlock! Ask the woman, whosoever she may be; she
shall vouchsafe I speak God’s honest truth. 

These many months I have repented in my soul, but been unable to bring
my mouth to speak, so insidious be his ways to silence my tongue...but
this devil could not keep down my devotion to God, and I hath worked
and struggled all along to make my confession of thee. ‘Tis only by thy
unrelenting goodness and grace that I came to learn and understand my
role.  I  have  been  tested  by  God...to  see  the  depth  of  my  love  and
devotion...like God’s humble servant Job, I have been tested and am now
rewarded.  Praise  be  to  Gold  Almighty,  and  praise  unto  you,  Holy
Inquisitors,  for  freeing  my  soul  and  bringing  me  everlasting  peace,
allowing me to serve God and his people by leading Satan to thee...

BROTHER MARMAL BEGINS TO PROTEST

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

Heretic! Devil!

JEROME WALLERSTEIN

My thanks be to thee, Holy Inquisitors, for I now see the light and am
saved. 
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BROTHER MARMAL SHOUTS

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

Silence him!

HEINRICH KRAMER

Hold thy tongue, Brother! 

MOTIONS  TO  ONE  OF  THE  BAILIFFS,  WHO  ROUGHLY
GRABS MARMAL’S ARMS BEHIND HIS BACK 

JEROME WALLERSTEIN

Yes! Brother Marmal be Satan, and comes to steal our souls! 

AUDIENCE IS SCARED AND REACTING WITH NERVOUS 
AGITATION

JEROME WALLERSTEIN

The paroxysms that the townspeople have spoken of...they give evidence
to my struggle against this devil’s spells! Everyone will tell you of my fits!
Everyone has witnessed how I opposed his will, how I struggled to fight
off his wicked influence. 
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MAN FROM AUDIENCE STANDS UP

AUDIENCE MEMBER 2

‘Tis as I said – he shook mightily, as if fighting off an evil spell!

JEROME WALLERSTEIN

‘Tis only through the unpredictable ways in which God’s glory and love
works that I have come to be saved. 

GAINING STRENGTH WITH THE REALIZATION THAT HIS
FITS,  WHICH  HAD  COME  TO  DAMN  HIM  ORIGINALLY,
MAY SERVE TO BE HIS SALVATION 

JEROME WALLERSTEIN

My seizures give evidence that I be completely devoted to God! God has
seen to it to put us all here, in this place and at this time, and to lead the
devil himself to this very holy court. Verily, the devil’s own conceit and
vanity has led to his downfall. 

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

He speaks with the tongue of a snake! 

JEROME WALLERSTEIN
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I thank God for the enlightenment he hath brought me, that could be
only had through pain; I see now how the suffering and humiliation that
our Good Inquisitors, in their infinite mercy, blessed me with, led me to
my soul’s salvation. I see now, as I could not before, that I be fated to play
the role not only of a man who must be wrongly accused in order to bring
the  devil  to  justice,  but  also  as  living  proof  that  through  Inquisition
redemption can be won!

I have come to see the wisdom and wonder of God’s Holy Inquisitors,
sent like angels of Mercy from Rome, and the Holy Pope himself, to our
humble town, who by their mere presence evil doth fall supplicate.

Let me go, my Holy Inquisitors, and thou shalt have no more powerful an
example and advocate than this living, breathing man who sits here before
you. You have in your possession the devil you came for – this quarry
shall seal your reputation far and wide and forevermore, so extraordinary
was thy skill in bringing about his capture. Never has the infinite wisdom
of  our  blessed  Pope  Innocent  VII  been  more  apparent  than  at  this
moment. My meager possessions be yours, of course, and now so too the
considerable property of Warlock Marmal’s - for thy deeds are good, and
need be subsidized. 

You have delivered me from sin, and saved my mortal soul. Through thy
goodness I have come to know that I need not material wealth but rather
only spiritual nourishment, and may live in the light of God wheresoever
he sees fit to place me. 

AUDIENCE SPEAKS ALOUD, ALL AGREEING WITH 
WALLERSTEIN
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AUDIENCE

Yes, free him. Wallerstein is innocent. Brother Marmal be the devil! 

JEREMY SPRENGER

Silence!  An  Inquisitor  calls  for  silence!  Forget  thee  not  that  there  be
another  direct participant,  and only  after  hearing  from her  might  this
matter  be  judged and concluded.  Before  the  Inquisitors  render  a  final
verdict we must hear from the woman who was wronged! 

POINTING TO LLEWELLYN – BROTHER MARMAL SHOUTS 

BROTHER ERWIN MARMAL

Tell him the truth, woman! Please! Llewellyn...

HEINRICH KRAMER

Didst  the  sinner  –  didst  Wallerstein  –  speak  to  thee  in  words  as  he
violated thy body? Did he tell you... that Brother Marmal’s potion had
him in its possession? 

AFTER  A  MOMENT’S  SILENCE,  GLANCING  AT  BROTHER
MARMAL, SHE THEN LOOKS KRAMER STRAIGHT IN THE
EYE AND SPEAKS ONE WORD

LLEWELLYN
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Yes.  

BROTHER  MARMAL  PROTESTS  VEHEMENTLY  AND  THE
OTHER  BAILIFF  JOINS  THE  FIRST  WHO  HAD  BEEN
HOLDING  MARMAL.  THE  INQUISITORS  MOTION  THE
BAILIFFS. 

HEINRICH KRAMER

Remove the warlock.  In accordance with the processes set forth by the
Holy Roman Church, and before the eyes of our savior and lord Jesus
Christ, he shall be brought to trial – should God Almighty deem he live
‘til then – and be brought to full and supreme justice. Only through this
process might the wretched sinner ever hope to redeem his body and soul
from perdition and torment. (TO THE BAILIFF) Confiscate his goods,
and ensure the sinner  feels the justice, and pays full retribution prior to
the trial... 

MARMAL IS WRESTLED OFF STAGE BY THE BAILIFFS. 
KRAMER SAYS TO THE AUDIENCE:

HEINRICH KRAMER

The Inquisitors shall hold private counsel. Pray thee in silence, for the 
soul of the condemned.

KRAMER AND SPRENGER HUDDLE FOR ABOUT TEN 
SECONDS. 

HEINRICH KRAMER
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(TO THE AUDIENCE) Through diligence  and prescience,  the  devil
hath been exposed and captured. Let this be a lesson to ye all, that those
who traffic in sin, and who turn away from God at any point, are most
assuredly to pay for their  trespasses.  You see how the devil  hath been
foiled,  his  wiles  failing  him,  and how the man who hath entered  into
complicit agreement with the evil one must pay for his mortal sins. Let
thee not be so fooled, and remain forever in the graces of God. Bailiff, we
are prepared to close the proceedings in this matter.

THE REMAINING BAILIFF THEN SPEAKS

BAILIFF

We thank thee, Holy Inquisitors. Thus you may assure that none among
the people entrusted to Rome’s delegates shall dare to put faith lightly in
such  errors  and  dangerous  superstitions,  especially  at  the  present  time
when we see many false prophets and sowers of damnable errors arising
against  our  Holy  Mother  Church  in  mad  audacity  and  outrageous
presumption,  who might  perhaps  infect  the  Christian  people  with  the
virus of false belief, if Jesus Christ in His mercy did not oppose them, and
you  and  His  ministers  following  your  profession  did  not  diligently
endeavor to repulse and punish the wills and mad audacity of these evil
men. 

Wherefore the Inquisitors shall pronounce against the sinner Wallerstein
his sentence, lawfully ordained for such cases. He hath submitted himself
to the ordinance of the Holy Church,  recanted with his own lips and
publicly abjured his errors and detestable crimes,  signing with his own
hand the formula of recantation and abjuration. 

As  our  Mother  Church  rejoices  when  the  sinner  repents,  wishing  to
restore to the others the lamb wandering in the desert, she condemned
this Wallerstein to prison for his salutary penance. The judgments and
institutions of the Church ordain, to prevent the contamination of the
other members of Jesus Christ, he be publicly admonished, and for his
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relapse into his wanton crimes and faults abandoned to the secular justice
which forthwith sentences him. Pay thee heed, as sentencing of the sinner
Wallerstein shall now be presented by Rome’s holy delegates.

JEREMY SPRENGER

Ye shall  hear how our father  in Heaven calleth each of us for a final
reckoning – turn thy head, divert thine eyes...it matters not. His will must
be done, and thou shalt hear his judgment. 

TO WALLERSTEIN
JEREMY SPRENGER

Sinner, dost thou accept Jesus Christ as thy one Lord and Savior?

JEROME WALLERSTEIN

As have I always, yes.

JEREMY SPRENGER

Sinner, dost thou repent?
 

JEROME WALLERSTEIN

My words can but woefully reflect my regret, shame and horror for having
fallen victim to the warlock Marmal’s evil ways – I hath repented most
sincerely and humbly, and await thy just and wise verdict.

JEREMY SPRENGER

Sinner, dost thou renounce Satan?

JEROME WALLERSTEIN
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My convulsions give evidence to how I have resisted him. Yes, I renounce
Satan and all that he stands for.

JEREMY SPRENGER

A posse ad esse non valet  consequentia. From a thing's possibility  one
cannot be certain of its reality. The Lord works in mysterious ways; never
has  that  been  more  apparent  than  in  this  most  successful  inquisition.
Through the power invested in us...we  release thee from the custody of
the Holy Roman Church. 

AUDIENCE DEMONSTRATES RESTRAINED JUBILATION

JEROME WALLERSTEIN

(DOING  THE  SIGN  OF  THE  CRUCIFX)  Thank  you!  Oh  God
Thank you. (CRYING) Thank you! 

JEREMY SPRENGER

Go now and live thee a full life, as modeled by Christ Jesus our Lord and
Savior...

JEROME WALLERSTEIN

By your example I now know how...

JEREMY SPRENGER

Prosecutus Deus, my son. (BLESSING WALLERSTEIN WITH THE
SIGN OF THE CROSS) Pax vobiscum.
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LIGHTS DOWN. 

END OF PLAY
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